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Introduction 
King Arthur as a literary character has been discussed in great detail. The origin of the 
legend, the historicity of Arthur, the medieval traditions of his legend and post-medieval 
Arthurian literature have all been the subject of countless academic books, articles and 
conferences. Many of these scholarly writings paint a picture of Arthur as primarily a secular 
hero; any religious aspects of this character have received much less attention. Yet, exploring 
these religious aspects seems worthwhile, given the strong presence of religious imagery in 
the portrayal of Arthur in early Arthurian literature.  
Since Arthur as a secular hero has already been discussed to a great extent, this thesis 
will take a different approach to the Arthurian legend. It will focus on the religious aspects in 
the characterisation of Arthur in early Arthurian literature by exploring the connection 
between early Arthurian literature and hagiographical texts on Anglo-Saxon warrior saints. 
This connection between Arthurian literature from the High and Late Middle Ages and 
hagiography from the Anglo-Saxon period may seem peculiar or unexpected and might raise a 
number of questions and thus needs some clarification.  
First of all, I am interested in the religious aspects that are part of Arthur’s  
characterisation in the works that portray him as a warrior king, rather than a romance hero. 
Therefore, in this thesis, I will look at three early Arthurian works, Geoffrey of Monmouth’s 
Historia Regum Brittaniae, Laӡamon’s Brut and the Alliterative Morte Arthure. In these 
works, Arthur is depicted not just as a secular hero, but also as a religious individual. This 
reconciliation of religion or sanctity and secular heroism similarly appears in the writings of 
Anglo-Saxon hagiographers who had to overcome the challenge of combining sanctity with 
violence in the lives of saints with a military or violent past. As John Edward Damon points 
out, “early Anglo-Saxon writers presented violence and sanctity as compatible in certain 
circumstances. The Anglo-Saxon saints who wielded swords and fought bloody battles all 
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belonged to the special subclass of martyred warrior kings” (84). Similarly, in the early 
Arthurian literature, Arthur is characterised as a warrior king and is simultaneously portrayed 
as a man of resolute faith. Therefore, looking at the Anglo-Saxon hagiographical texts and the 
early Arthurian literature side by side, may lead to new insights with regard to the religious 
characterisation of Arthur in the early Arthurian texts. 
A second question that may arise from the connection between Arthurian literature 
from the Middle English period and hagiographical texts from the Anglo-Saxon period is: 
why look at Old English saints’ lives, rather than Middle English saints’ lives?  
I have chosen to look at saints’ lives from the Anglo-Saxon period, rather than the 
Middle English period, which might seem more natural or obvious, because the Anglo-Saxon 
saints’ lives were interested in a combination of sanctity, leadership and heroic values. As 
Gábor Klaniczay points out, “The cults of Anglo-Saxon kings from the seventh to the 
eleventh centuries were able to combine the pagan cult of Woden descendant kings … with 
the new model of Christian saints, uniting martyrdom with the idea of the perfect ruler” (81). 
In other words, “the earliest Anglo-Saxon saints were all either warriors themselves or 
products at least of a warrior culture” (Damon 14). “Middle English saints’ lives, in contrast, 
are much further removed from this ethos of heroic life” (Newhauser 42), which would make 
them less valuable for studying the combination of religious and secular heroic characteristics 
of Arthur in the three early Arthurian works used in this thesis. This is because the influence 
of this heroic ethos on the hagiographer’s treatment of the combination of violence and saintly 
life can be argued to be relevant for the exploration of the depiction of Arthur in the early 
Arthurian works, whose characterisation is similarly influenced by the writer or poet’s 
approach to a combination of secular heroic and religious characteristics. 
The connection between Anglo-Saxon hagiography and early Arthurian literature, and 
exploring them side by side, may not be as far-fetched as it may seem. When looking at the 
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depiction of the protagonists of these genres, something in which this thesis is mainly 
interested, a great number of similarities can be discovered. For instance, Régis Boyer points 
out that medieval hagiography “had a contemporary and parallel genre in medieval 
historiography, which is very similar” (36). Even though not all early Arthurian literature falls 
in the category of medieval historiography, Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum 
Brittaniae certainly does. Moreover, this work formed the basis for Laӡamon’s Brut, which as 
Julia Marvin writes, “was to become not only the dominant Arthurian tradition but the 
dominant historiographic tradition of late-medieval England and Wales” (222) and also 
formed the basis for the Alliterative Morte Arthure. 
Admittedly, Arthur could never fit into the category of warrior saints, given that the 
miracles that occur after a saint’s death are a requirement for canonisation. In fact, no 
individual can be canonised by the Roman church without  the confirmation of two miracles 
having happened after their death, something of which no record exists in early Arthurian 
literature. This thesis will therefore, instead of arguing that Arthur can be  viewed as a warrior 
saint, compare the characterisation of Arthur in early Arthurian literature to a model of the 
Anglo-Saxon warrior saint in an attempt to answer the question: is the model of the Anglo-
Saxon warrior saint in any way relevant for our appreciation of Arthur? And if so, what do the 
differences and similarities signify with regard to his characterisation in early Medieval 
Arthurian literature? 
In order to answer this question, an understanding of the characteristics and function 
of the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint is prerequisite. Therefore, the first chapter of this thesis will 
be dedicated to the establishment of a framework in which the characterisation and function 
of the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint will be defined. In pursuance of finding out what it is that 
constitutes a warrior saint, four hagiographical texts will be analysed: Ælfric of Eynsham’s 
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The Passion of St. Edmund, The Life of St. Oswald and The Forty Soldiers, Martyrs and 
Felix’s Life of St. Guthlac.  
The lives of the saints that for the remainder of this thesis will fall under the term 
‘Anglo-Saxon warrior saint’ can be divided into two groups. The first group consists of the 
lives of St. Oswald, St. Edmund and the forty soldiers, martyrs, which were written by the 
renowned Anglo-Saxon hagiographer Ælfric of Eynsham and are therefore believed to have 
been well known by his contemporary audience. As Elaine Treharne writes, “his Catholic 
Homilies, Lives of Saints and Grammar, for example, were quickly adopted as spiritual and 
educational material of the highest quality within the English Benedictine monasteries, and 
among some secular institutions” (399). Furthermore, “the interest in and use of the writings 
of Ælfric continued unabated throughout the medieval period” (Treharne 399).  
St. Guthlac has been selected because he himself lived in Anglo-Saxon England and 
can therefore serve as a relevant example of the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint. Of course Guthlac 
is not the only one is this category, but Felix of Crowland’s Life of Saint Guthlac shows a 
clear interest in heroic values, leadership and the combination of sanctity and violence, which 
makes Guthlac’s life of value to this thesis.   
As mentioned above, this thesis is interested in the religious aspects of Arthur as a 
warrior king and the reconciliation of sanctity and secular heroism. The Anglo-Saxon warrior 
saints, whose lives will be compared to the three early Arthurian works, have therefore been 
selected on the basis of their affiliations with leadership, sanctity and heroic values, which 
determines their value for this thesis. Being martyred warrior kings themselves, St. Edmund 
and St. Oswald are the most apparent choices for this thesis. As Damon writes, “The 
narratives of the lives of the English saints Edmund and Oswald provided perfect material to 
link the problems of violence with the values of Christianity (543). Edmund’s status as 
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warrior saint is further substantiated by the fact that Damon points out that The Passion of St. 
Edmund is an exemplary text for understanding Ælfric’s model Christian soldier (545). 
On the other hand, his thesis will analyse Felix’s Life of St. Guthlac, since Felix 
tackled the problems created by two contradictory impulses within Anglo-Saxon Christianity: 
the rejection of warfare and the glorification of warfare not just as a central concern of 
Christian kings but as their sacred duty (Damon 241). In other words, in the Life of St. 
Guthlac, Felix succeeds in finding harmony between Christian values and warfare, something 
Ælfric similarly manages to do in the Life of St. Oswald. Further, even though Guthlac is not a 
king himself, like Oswald and Edmund, Guthlac is arguably a descendent from the royal 
house of Mercia (Caie 20). Therefore, his royal blood and military associations allow him to 
fit adequately into both the warrior saint model, and the subclass of martyred warrior kings. 
Damon additionally writes that Guthlac, in his life, is an archetype of the soldier saint and a 
“warlike and heroic saint closely associated with core values of Anglo-Saxon society” (249). 
Forthwith, Guthlac’s life will be a valuable addition to a model that will be used to explore 
the saintly or virtuous characteristics of Arthur in combination with his secular heroic 
qualities such as, courage, leadership and loyalty. 
The final saint’s life that will be used for the establishment of the Anglo-Saxon 
warrior model will be The Forty Soldiers, Martyrs. In this text, Ælfric appears to portray these 
forty warriors as ideal Christian soldiers who should be imitated by other warriors and “whom 
God led not to pillage and burn nor to lay down their arms out of fear for their immortal souls 
but instead to die fulfilling their own particular Christian duties” (Damon 533). They can 
therefore be seen, not just as saints with a military past, but as model Christian soldiers who 
function as an example for all other Christian warriors.  
To sum up, looking at the lives of St. Edmund, St. Oswald, St. Guthlac and the forty 
soldiers allows us to establish a model of the warrior saint that combines leadership, sanctity 
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and violence. This model, in turn, will be utilised to explore the connection between the 
characterisation of Arthur the warrior king in early Arthurian literature and the Anglo-Saxon 
warrior saints. 
After the establishment of the warrior saint model, the second chapter will focus on 
the chapters dedicated to King Arthur in the Historia Regum Brittaniae, written by the Welsh 
cleric Geoffrey of Monmouth in c. 1136. In the dedication of the Historia Regum Brittaniae, 
Geoffrey claims that he will recount the deeds of all the British kings, including Arthur, and 
he provides a foundational account of Arthur’s reign. Nevertheless, modern scholars note that 
this work actually contains very little reliable history, and it is therefore more famous as one 
of the earliest narratives about King Arthur, rather than evidence toward the historicity of 
Arthur. Through close reading and textual analysis, this chapter will take a close look at the 
characterisation of Arthur in this text. This characterisation will then be compared to the 
warrior saint model, as established in chapter 1 and the differences and similarities will be 
interpreted. 
The second medieval literary work that will be discussed in this manner is the poem 
known as Laӡamon’s Brut. It is an early Middle English text written by Laӡamon, an English 
priest who lived in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. His Brut is largely based on 
the earlier Anglo-Norman Roman de Brut by the Norman poet known as Wace. Wace in turn 
based his Roman de Brut on Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia Regum Brittaniae. Laӡamon’s 
Brut, however, is much longer than both its predecessors and dedicates a significantly larger 
number of lines to the life of Arthur. Therefore, this text cannot only provide a view on how 
the depiction of Arthur in this text compares to the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint’s lives, but also 
has the potential to shed some light on how the characterisation of Arthur differs from his 
earlier appearance in the Historia Regum Brittaniae. 
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The third and final text that will be explored in this thesis is the Alliterative Morte 
Arthure by an anonymous poet, from the fifteenth-century Thornton manuscript. Similar to 
Laӡamon’s Brut, the Alliterative Morte Arthure has roots in Monmouth’s Historia Regum 
Brittaniae. As DeMarco notes, “In its materials it rewrites a vernacular chronical tradition 
stretching from Wace’s Roman de Brut (1155) and Laӡamon’s Brut (c. 1190) to Robert 
Mannyng of Brunne’s Chronicle (c.1338), a tradition deriving ultimately from Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s seminal Latin text, Historia Regum Brittaniae (c. 1138)” (464). The Alliterative 
Morte Arthure, however, distinguishes itself from the tradition by focussing greatly on 
Britain’s war against the Roman empire. After two hundred years, the Alliterative Morte 
Arthure still built on the Arthurian tradition of Laӡamon and Geoffrey of Monmouth, 
allowing for this thesis to, firstly compare and analyse the depiction of Arthur in this text to 
the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint model, but also to explore how the characterisation of Arthur 
evolved from Geoffrey’s Historia and Laӡamon’s Brut. 
All in all, the aim of this thesis is twofold. Firstly, based on the textual character 
analyses and their comparisons with the warrior saint model, this thesis will explore to what 
extent the Arthur in early works dedicated to him shares qualities with the Anglo-Saxon 
warrior saints. Secondly, an attempt will be made to clarify what the differences or 
similarities that have been found between Arthur and the warrior saints might mean for our 
understanding of Arthur. The conclusion is therefore dedicated to discussing the results of the 
comparison of the character analyses and their comparisons with the warrior saint model. Any 
differences and similarities that have been found will be interpreted, hopefully providing an 
answer to whether the new insights with regard to the religious characterisation of Arthur 
might move a modern audience to expand their perception of Arthur. Moreover, interpretation 
of the comparison of Arthur’s characterisation with the warrior saint model may serve to 
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illustrate and provide context for the complexity of Arthur’s character, in particular with 
regard to the synchroneity of his violent and virtuous character traits.  
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Chapter 1 – Characterisation of Warrior Saints in Anglo-Saxon Hagiography 
In medieval England, hagiography was an extensive literary genre that focussed on the 
lives of individuals who had been canonised by the Roman Catholic Church. Saints can only 
be canonised by the Catholic Church after it has been confirmed that at least two miracles 
were performed by the saint, or occurred after the saint’s death (Beccari). Hagiographical 
writings about a saint can constitute either a vita–an account of the deeds and miracles 
associated with that saint–, a passio–an account of the saint’s martyrdom–, or a combination 
of these two. These texts, or saints’ lives, concerned individuals who in their time lived the 
life of the perfect Christian through imitation of Christ. These saints’ lives could therefore in 
turn be used by others to model their lives on. The audience of the saints’ lives was not 
exclusively a secular one, since the Catholic Church used the vernacular saints’ lives and read 
them to the lay audience on the feast days of particular saints (Günter).  
Hagiography is a very broad genre with a range of functions and purposes. The 
diversity of the genre is recognised by Woolf, who states that hagiography is “part panegyric, 
part epic, part romance, part sermon and historical fact dissolved within the conventions of 
these forms” (qtd. in Godden 261). One of the things that Anglo-Saxon hagiography is very 
much interested in is the glorification or ideal depiction of a model character. In Anglo-Saxon 
hagiographical writings “the hero or heroine is beyond reproach and serves as a model, an 
exemplar, who perfectly fulfils the values of Christian culture or those of the court” (Hill 41). 
In other words, the lives of these saints served as an example on which people should model 
their own life.  
Since this thesis will explore whether the warrior king Arthur, in early medieval 
literature resembles or can be compared to several warrior saints who were known in Anglo-
Saxon England and discuss what the differences and similarities that have been found 
between Arthur and the warrior saints might mean for our understanding of Arthur, it is 
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prerequisite to establish exactly how these warrior saints are characterised and depicted in 
their written lives. This chapter will therefore focus on several saints’ lives that feature saints 
with a military or violent past and study how these lives are structured and how the saints in 
these particular texts are characterised and depicted, in order to attain a good understanding of 
the features, traits and nature of these warrior saints. This model will then in the following 
chapters be applied to the characterisation of Arthur in three early medieval Arthurian texts in 
order to explore and interpret the similarities and differences between Arthur and these 
warrior saints in an attempt to provide a better understand the juxtaposition of virtue and 
violence in Arthur’s character.  
The warrior saints that have been chosen for this thesis distinguish themselves from 
other saints by having either a violent or military past. In Anglo-Saxon saints’ lives, the 
hagiographers sometimes struggled to reconcile these violent actions of Christian saints with 
the values of Christianity. In order to accomplish this reconciliation, they used certain literary 
techniques to facilitate the process. One of these techniques was the polarisation of good and 
evil. In the life of a warrior saint, the hagiographer would actively vilify the person or people 
that were killed by a warrior saint and put an immense emphasis on their brutal pagan ways 
and their evil persecution of Christians, while at the same time stressing the piety and holy life 
of the saint.  
Apart from a military or violent past, there are several other key characteristics that 
define the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint. In order to identify these key characteristics, one Latin 
and three Old English saints’ lives will be analysed: The Forty Soldiers, Martyrs, The Life of 
St. Oswald, The Passion of St. Edmund and The Life of St. Guthlac. The Old English 
vernacular versions of the lives that are used, except that of St. Guthlac, were adapted and 
translated from Latin by the famous Anglo-Saxon hagiographer Ælfric of Eynsham. The 
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original Latin life of St. Guthlac was composed by the monk Felix. The author of the Old 
English prose and verse translations remains unknown.  
 
The Forty Soldiers, Martyrs 
The Forty Soldiers, Martyrs is one of Ælfric of Eynsham’s homilies composed in the 
late tenth century and is part of his famous collection Lives of Saints. According to Algeo, The 
Forty Soldiers, Martyrs is “a typical example of Ælfric’s work, both in scholarship and style” 
(iii). The story concerns forty Christian soldiers who fought in the Thundering Legion in 
Sebastia, Armenia (Algeo 50). In the text, these forty soldiers are captured and subsequently 
persecuted by Agrinola, “sum wælhreowa dema” [a bloodthirsty judge] (l. 9)1 who attempts to 
force the forty soldiers to renounce Christianity and convert back to heathenism on pain of 
torture and even ultimately death. 
The forty soldiers are introduced in what is overall a positive manner. It is the soldiers’ 
bravery that receives first mention in addition to their loyalty to the faith. They are described 
as “feowertig cristenra unforhte on mode” [forty Christians, unfearful in mind] (l. 17) who are 
also “æw-fæstlice libbende æfter godes lare” [living piously after the doctrine of God] (l. 18). 
This characterisation is built upon in the following lines, where the soldiers are declared to be 
“symle sige-fæste on swiþlicum gewinne” [ever victorious in sharp conflict] (l. 22) and 
special mention is given to the warrior’s “anrædnysse” (l. 24). Anrædnysse is an interesting 
word since, in this context, its meaning allows for it to be interpreted in several ways. John 
Hall’s Concise Anglo-Saxon Dictionary defines anræd as: “of one mind, constant, firm, 
persevering, resolute”. First, the soldiers’ “anrædnysse” may allude to the resolute and 
constant faithfulness to God that these soldiers possess. Second, anrædnysse can be 
interpreted as perseverance, which may suggest their unwavering attitude in battle. And lastly, 
                                                     
1 Unless otherwise noted, all quotations and translations from The Forty Soldiers, Martyrs, are from Needham, 
Geoffrey, ‘Ælfric's "Life of St. Oswald’," Lives of Three English Saints, London: Methuen, 1966, Print. 239-261. 
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anrædnysse may point to being of one mind and their unswerving loyalty to one another, 
something which is reflected in the military organisation of the Anglo-Saxons, who based the 
organisation of their war band on the comitatus, a bond between Germanic warriors and their 
leaders which ensured that one would not leave the battlefield without the other on pain of 
being dishonoured and disgraced for life.  
Throughout the remainder of the text, the soldiers’ bravery and constancy is constantly 
tested and plays a major part in their actions and decision making. Even when faced with 
torture, the forty soldiers are not intimidated or afraid, and defy their persecutor; their bravery 
prevails and they tell him that “þa egeslican tintregu ne þa teartan witu ne ænige bendas us ne 
beoð to bealwe” [neither the awful tortures, nor the sharp punishments, nor any bonds shall be 
for our bale] (ll. 82-3) and they also state “þæt hi hine hatedon for his geleaf-leaste and 
lufedon heora drihten” [that they hated him for his unbelief, and loved their Lord] (ll. 60-1).  
Further, when their persecutor attempts to bribe them, the soldiers remain faithful to 
their Lord and tell him “þæt hi ðone hælend wurðodon and naenne oðerne swa halicne ne 
tealdon” [that they worshipped the Saviour and accounted none other so high] (ll. 96-7). 
The soldiers’ constancy is put to the ultimate test in the second half of the text. In one  
particular passage, the soldiers are forced to sit in a frozen lake while they are being tempted 
with hot baths in order to test their loyalty to their faith. Again, it is the steadfastness, bravery 
and loyalty that keep the forty soldiers in the frozen lake until they are taken out of the water, 
have their legs broken and are ultimately killed and martyred. 
All in all, the most important traits and characteristics of the forty “halgan godes 
cempan” [holy soldiers of god] (l. 54) in The Forty Soldiers, Martyrs are bravery, piousness 
and constancy. In turn, constancy can be divided into steadfastness, loyalty to God and loyalty 
to your fellow soldiers. The soldiers can be thought to be fighting on two levels. They fight 
and have fought on a physical level through armed combat, initially for their king and also for 
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their God, but they also wage war on a spiritual level when their faith is besieged by the 
heathen persecutor. Their prowess in battle and comitatus-inspired loyalty also manifest in 
their loyalty to God and their faith, while their strength and bravery echo in the steadfast and 
unwavering attitude they maintain throughout the torture trials and even in the face of their 
own death. 
 
St. Oswald 
In The Life of St. Oswald, Ælfric recounts the story of King Oswald of Northumbria, 
son of Æthelfrith, the very first Northumbrian king. Oswald, after years of exile, comes back 
to Northumbria to conquer and kill Cædwalla, the man who had killed his uncle Edwin, who 
was the reigning king at that time. The life follows Oswald as he slays Cædwalla and 
zealously spreads Christianity through his own and other kingdoms. For his Life of St. 
Oswald, Ælfric relied heavily on the writings of the famous historian known as the Venerable 
Bede, who wrote his Historia Eclessiastica Gentis Anglorum roughly 265 years earlier. 
In the introduction of The Life of St. Oswald Ælfric narrates that this life will revolve 
around an “æðele cyning” [noble king] (l. 2)2 who, as any saint is required to do, “gelyfed 
swyþe on god” [believed greatly in God] ( l. 3). Oswald is not directly described as brave, as 
was the case for the forty soldiers. Nevertheless, Ælfric does stress his bravery by making it 
clear that Oswald came to Cædwalla and “him cenlice wiðfeaht mid lytlum werode” [fought 
boldly against him with a little army] (ll. 14-5). Ælfric writes that, even while outnumbered, 
Oswald’s bravery and faith in God ensured his victory as “his geleafa hin getrymde and crist 
him gefylste to his feonda slege” [his faith strengthened him and Christ helped him to the 
slaughter of his enemies] (ll. 15-6). In other words, Oswald is able to slaughter a large group 
of his enemies with a considerably small number of warriors. One might argue that Ælfric’s 
                                                     
2 Unless otherwise noted, all quotations and translations from Ælfric's "Life of St. Oswald” are from Needham, 
Geoffrey, ‘Ælfric's "Life of St. Oswald’," Lives of Three English Saints, London: Methuen, 1966, Print. 125-143. 
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writing that Christ helped Oswald to the slaughter of his enemies should not be taken literally. 
One interpretation might be that Oswald’s strong faith strengthened him and inspired him to 
be brave during the battle, which allowed him to ultimately attain victory in the battle. It is 
also stated that before the fight, Oswald had raised a cross and prayed before it with his men, 
which eventually assures their victory. Thus, in the opening lines, Oswald is presented as a 
brave warrior king who appears to have great strength and prowess in battle, which appears to 
be inspired by his resolute faith and dedication to God. 
Yet, it is not just Oswald’s bravery and dedication to God that are important in this 
saint’s life. Ælfric puts further emphasis on his actions outside the battlefield and makes it 
abundantly clear that Oswald is not only “eadmod on theawum” [humble in manners] (l. 84), 
but also “swiðe ælmes-georn” [very charitable] (l. 83) and “on eallum þingum cystlig” [in all 
things bountiful] (l. 84). Ælfric illustrates these qualities through an anecdote in which 
Oswald orders his thanes to take his Easter feast, silver plates and all, and distribute it 
amongst the poor sitting in the streets. This selflessness is also visible in the last moments of 
Oswald’s life on which Ælfric touches by relating that when Oswald is facing death he 
“gebæd for his folc þe þær feallende sweolt and betæhte heora sawla and hine sylfne gode” 
[prayed for his people who died falling and commended their souls and himself to Christ] (ll. 
159-60). In addition to this, Ælfric mentions that Oswald is slain while defending his people: 
“He ofslagen wearð for his folces ware” [he was slain in the defence of his people] (l. 147), 
which can also be regarded as a noble and selfless act. 
The last point of interest in The Life of St. Oswald is that through his merits, as Ælfric 
puts it, “Oswoldes cynerice wearð gerymed þa swyðe” [Oswald’s kingdom became greatly 
enlarged] (l. 104) and that now, the Scots, Picts, Angles and Britons called Oswald their king. 
Given that in Oswald’s time these people were, according to Palgrave “the four predominant 
nations of the island” (433), the fact that Oswald was king over all of these may be interpreted 
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as Oswald’s unification of the English people. The relevance of this will become more clear 
in the following chapters when King Arthur will be discussed. 
In conclusion, in Ælfric’s Life of St. Oswald, we are introduced to a man who is 
characterised as a brave, selfless and faithful warrior king, who in his life made a strong effort 
to unify the English people. His bravery, strength and faith in God show on the battlefield 
when fighting against the heathen Cædwalla. Apart from this, Oswald is also depicted as a 
charitable and selfless man, which is illustrated by his acts of charity during the Easter feast, 
and the fact that he spends the last moments of his life praying for his people.  
 
St. Edmund 
St. Edmund, also known as Edmund the Martyr, was an Anglo-Saxon king of East-
Anglia who is believed to have lived in the ninth century and died in 869 at the hand of 
Viking invaders. Edmund is first mentioned in The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, a collection of 
Old English annals compiled in the late ninth century, recounting the history of the Anglo-
Saxons. Roughly a hundred years after his death, Abbo of Fleury wrote a Latin hagiographical 
text about his life. This is also the primary source that Ælfric of Eynsham drew on when he 
wrote his Passion of Saint Edmund which is also incorporated in his Lives of Saints, even 
though it is “rather more homiletic in focus than Abbo’s text”, according to Treharne (144). In 
Ælfric’s Passion of Saint Edmund, Edmund’s kingdom is threatened by Danish Viking 
invaders who demand that Edmund pays them tribute on pain of his life. After his capture, 
Edmund is tortured and when he refuses to forsake Christ, his head is cut off and in his death, 
Edmund is martyred. 
In the opening lines of the Passion of Saint Edmund, Ælfric provides a very thorough 
overview of the characteristics of Edmund. He tells us that this saint’s life will concern a 
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“snotor and wurðfull” [wise and honourable] (l. 10)3 king who “wurðode symble mid æþelum 
þeawum þone ælmihtigan God” [always exalted mighty God with noble habits] (ll. 10-1). 
Similar to the introduction of The Life of St. Oswald, emphasis is put on Edmund’s nobility, 
wisdom and great belief in God. Despite the lack of an account of Edmund’s military actions 
and the characterisations that would result from them, Ælfric further describes Edmund as a 
man who is “eadmod and geþungen” [humble and virtuous] (l. 11) and who “wæs cystig 
waedlum and wydewum” [was generous with beggars and widows] (l. 15), a quality that can 
also be observed in Oswald. 
While in the Forty Soldiers, Martyrs and The Life of St. Oswald, the reader is 
immediately introduced to warrior heroes or kings that through their bravery and faith in God 
achieve many a military success, The Passion of Saint Edmund rather depicts an almost gentle 
king, in whom humility, wisdom and generosity prevail. This depiction of a gentle king, 
however, is balanced out by Ælfric when he mentions that Edmund is also a man of 
“rihtwisnysse” [righteousness] (l. 16) who is not reluctant to “þam reþum styrde” [punish the 
cruel] (l. 16).  
Albeit that Edmund is not initially characterised as a brave warrior-like figure, his 
courage is attested to later on in the text when Edmund receives threats from the heathen 
invaders to either pay tribute or lose his life. After being advised to surrender and pay tribute 
to the Vikings, Edmund takes a stand and exclaims: “Ac ic wolde swiðor sweltan gif ic þorfte 
for minum agenum earde” [and I would rather die if I must, for my homeland] (l. 49) and adds 
that he is “unforht” [unafraid] (l. 53) in the face of these threats. This defiance therefore 
clearly suggests that Edmund is indeed very brave, given that he knows that his army is too 
small to withstand the heathen invaders’ army, but he defies them nonetheless. When the 
                                                     
3 Unless otherwise noted, all quotations and translations from The Passion of St. Edmund are from Treharne, 
Elaine M. Treharne, Old and Middle English c.890/c.1450 an Anthology, 3rd ed, Oxford: Blackwell, 2010, Print. 
144-153. 
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Vikings come to Edmund’s castle to take him, in imitation of Christ, he refuses to take up 
arms and fight them, another testament to his unfaltering faithfulness to God and Christ. 
Finally, Edmund’s steadfastness and strong will are illustrated in the passage where 
Edmund is being chained to a tree, beaten with clubs, shot at with arrows and ultimately 
beheaded. During this ordeal, he continuously calls out to Christ. As Ælfric puts it, the 
“aethela cyning nolde Criste withsacan” [noble king would not forsake Christ] (l. 73), which 
can be attributed to his “anrædan geleafan” [resolute faith] (l. 74). Note that the same Old 
English word that was also encountered in The Forty Soldiers, Martyrs is used to describe the 
intensity and resoluteness of Edmund’s faith. 
In conclusion, in The Passion of Saint Edmund, Ælfric portrays Edmund as a wise and 
honourable king, ever humble and generous to both the poor and the unfortunate. Edmund is 
characterised as a compassionate man with a powerful loyalty to God and his faith, which 
does not waver even when he is threatened, tortured or killed. Edmund’s steadfastness in the 
face of death also demonstrates his strong will and proves that even though there is no 
account of his prowess in battle, he can still be seen as a man who is brave and unafraid. 
 
St. Guthlac 
St. Guthlac, also known as Guthlac of Crowland, lived in the late seventh and early 
eighth century. He was the son of a nobleman called Pendwahl of Mercia and his wife Tette. 
In his youth, Guthlac served as a renowned commander in the army of the Mercian king 
Æthelred. After he retired from the army, Guthlac became a monk. In his later years, Guthlac 
lived the life of a hermit and took up residence in the marshes of Crowland until his death in 
c. 714. Guthlac’s sister Pega was also venerated as a Christian saint after she died in 719. 
Several vernacular Old English prose and verse translations of St. Guthlac’s written 
life have come down to us. A short sermon in the Vercelli Book, a longer prose translation 
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and two poems known as Guthlac A and Guthlac B by unknown authors have survived. All 
these texts are based on the original Latin Life of St. Guthlac written by the monk Felix of 
Crowland. This original Latin Life of St. Guthlac, translated into modern English by Bertram 
Colgrave, is the text that this chapter draws from.  
The Life of St. Guthlac is an extensive account of Guthlac’s childhood, time in the 
military and monastery, and his life as a hermit. In his childhood, Guthlac is described by 
Felix with positive words. Even though Guthlac is born a pagan, Felix describes him as a 
child who already possesses many character traits that are highly valued in Christianity. 
According to the monk, the child was never troublesome to his parents or nurses and 
possessed remarkable wisdom, a pure mind and gentle spirit (79).4 In addition, Guthlac was 
always “dutiful to his parents and obedient to his elders” (79). A pure mind suggests that even 
in his earliest years Guthlac had no sinful thoughts, such as jealousy or selfishness. His gentle 
spirit suggests that he never meant harm to others and the duty to his parents and elders is a 
clear Christian virtue since it is one of the Ten Commandments. 
When Guthlac grows older, the desire to command like the noble heroes of old burns 
within him. He gathers men of arms and starts fighting for King Æthelred. During his 
successful military career of nine years during which “he had achieved the glorious overthrow 
of his persecutors, foes and enemies” (81), Guthlac is not characterised as a cruel and 
merciless fighter. Rather, Felix writes that Guthlac would return a third of all his collected 
treasure back to the rightful owners “as if instructed by divine counsel” (81), an act that shows 
both compassion and mercy. As Magennis points out, “Guthlac emerges from this part of 
Felix’s account as a great secular hero engaged in a just war” (29). After nine years of 
successful military campaigning, Guthlac’s heart is filled with “a spiritual flame” (81) and he 
decides to become a servant of Christ. It appears that the spiritual light that Guthlac possessed 
                                                     
4 Unless Otherwise noted, all quotations from Felix’s Life of Saint Guthlac are from Colgrave, Bertram, ed. 
Felix's Life of Saint Guthlac, Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1985, Print. 
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in his childhood evolved into a spiritual divine flame which made him turn to the Christian 
faith, suggesting that this faith has always been within him.  
Guthlac severs all ties with his former life and, “leaving everything he possessed” 
(85), journeys to the monastery of Repton, in the likeness of Christ’s apostles. In his time in 
the monastery, Guthlac strives to imitate his fellow monks, making their individual virtues his 
own. According to Felix, Guthlac looks to his fellow monks to learn obedience, humility, 
patience, abstinence and sincerity (87). 
The subsequent parts in The Life of Saint Guthlac deal with the rest of Guthlac’s life, 
in which he lives as a hermit in the marshes of Crowland. In these years, it can be suggested 
that Guthlac is once again fighting a war. This war is not a physical one, but rather a spiritual 
war that consists of countless battles with the devil and other demons. Guthlac must overcome 
the falsehood of the devil, “the arrow of despair” that the devil shoots into his mind, being 
carried to hell by evil spirits, an attack by British demonic spirits, a cleric coming to slay him 
and many more challenges. During the first battle, Guthlac is characterised as a “valiant 
soldier of Christ, stout of heart”, who “placed his faith with constancy and uncommon 
strength in the Lord Jesus” (97). As seen in the other saints’ lives discussed above, the 
bravery and constancy of the saint are being stressed. This characterisation is built upon in the 
third battle where Guthlac is being tortured and dragged to hell. It is his “steadfast heart” that 
allows him to withstand the torture and remain loyal to his faith. In addition, throughout these 
trying battles, Guthlac is constantly referred to as “holy man of god” (113) and “man of 
blessed memory” (113). 
All in all, Felix paints a picture of a man with great prowess in battle, who is not only 
brave and strong, but also merciful and generous. As a child, Guthlac was already wise and 
gentle of spirit and his time in the monastery taught him obedience, humility, patience and 
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sincerity. In addition, Guthlac is steadfast in his loyalty to God and unwavering in faith, even 
in the face of temptation and torture by the devil himself. 
 
Key Characteristics 
All things considered, after the analysis of the four saints’ lives, it has become clear 
that there are several characteristics that together can be used to establish a model of the 
Anglo-Saxon warrior saint. It is safe to assume that the two most important characteristics of 
the warrior saint are bravery and loyalty or steadfastness. In each of the four saints’ lives 
discussed above, the bravery of the saints is promptly attested to and whether it is their 
bravery in battle, or their bravery in the face of torture, execution and death it is ever praised 
highly by the hagiographers. Unwavering loyalty or steadfastness is also a characteristic 
frequently used in each of the four saints’ lives. The analysis of these lives shows that an 
Anglo-Saxon warrior saint is steadfast and constant in his loyalty not only to God and Christ, 
but also to his fellow soldiers or his people.  
In addition to these two important character traits, three other virtues come to light 
after the analysis of these writings. Firstly, significant emphasis is put on Oswald’s learning 
and the wisdom of both Edmund and Guthlac in their respective lives. Oswald and Edmund 
are both characterised as wise and learned kings, and Guthlac, although not a king, showed 
great wisdom in his childhood and his time in the monastery of Repton. Secondly, the lives of 
Oswald, Edmund and Guthlac also teach us that the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint is selfless and 
generous. Oswald and Edmund are described by Ælfric as selfless kings who cared for and 
were kind to the poor and less fortunate of their people. Further, Guthlac shows a different 
kind of generosity by always returning the third of the treasure taken from the people he 
conquered. The final characteristic that will be used in the model is humility. In addition to 
being brave, loyal, wise and selfless, the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint is also humble. Even 
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though not all the saints’ lives above actually use the world humble to describe these saints, 
the trials, torture and executions they undergo attest to how they humble themselves before 
God, willingly surrendering their life for their faith. 
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Chapter 2 – King Arthur in the Historia Regum Brittaniae 
The Historia Regum Brittaniae is considered to be one of the earliest narratives that 
provides an extensive account of the reign of Arthur as King of Britain. The purpose and 
meaning of the Historia have been much discussed and Geoffrey’s work for a long time 
fuelled the debate regarding the historicity of Arthur. Much has also been written about 
Geoffrey’s political motives and the political and historical context of his work and scholars 
today agree that Geoffrey’s Historia contains very little reliable history and a great many 
fabrications. Yet, “Geoffrey’s Historia was accepted as both authoritative history and 
interesting reading" by Geoffrey’s contemporaries (Williams 76).  
Despite this, Geoffrey’s Historia is a significant literary work and Loomis maintains 
that Geoffrey “determined the character of the genre which we may best call Arthurian 
pseudo-history” (20). This chapter however is not concerned with Geoffrey of Monmouth’s 
motives, purpose for the text or views on contemporary politics, but will rather focus on the 
characterisation of Arthur in the Historia Regum Brittaniae and discuss the relevance of any 
similarities of Arthur’s characterisation with the warrior saint model as established in the 
previous chapter. 
The first character reference concerning Arthur in the Historia occurs after the death 
of his father Uther Pendragon, when the bishops of Britain bestow the crown of the kingdom 
upon him. Even though Arthur is only fifteen years old at that time, he is described by 
Geoffrey as being “of outstanding courage and generosity”,5 a young man, “whose inborn 
goodness gave him such grace that he was loved by almost all the people” (212). Geoffrey’s 
characterisation of a youthful Arthur can be argued to be similar to Felix’s description of a 
youthful Guthlac in The Life of St. Guthlac. Arthur’s “inborn goodness” (212) can be argued 
to relate to Guthlac’s “pure mind and gentle spirit” (Colgrave 79) and the fact that, according 
                                                     
5 Unless otherwise noted, all quotations from The History of Britain are taken from Geoffrey of Monmouth, The 
History of the Kings of Britain, ed. and trans. Lewis Thorpe, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1966, Print. 
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to Felix, he was always dutiful, obedient, affectionate and never led anyone astray. Both 
Arthur and Guthlac are depicted as children loved by all, whose character forebodes greatness 
in the future. 
In addition to his inborn goodness and grace, Arthur’s courage and generosity is 
abundantly stressed by Geoffrey, who states that Arthur is a man “to whom open-handedness 
and bravery both come naturally” (212) and that his “courage was closely linked with 
generosity” (212). It is noteworthy that the first two characteristics used to describe Arthur in 
the Historia are bravery and generosity, since these are both counted amongst the five 
characteristics that were identified to be most important in the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint 
model as established in Chapter 1.  
Arthur’s generosity is further attested to multiple times in the Historia, reinforcing the 
image of Arthur as a selfless and generous man to both his enemies and his allies. First of all, 
Arthur is ever eager to reward his men for acts that are testament to their bravery and battle-
skill. When Arthur hosts a tournament at his court in Caerlon, he lets his men compete and 
show their skill in various games such as jousting, wrestling and other challenges. Geoffrey 
then writes that “whoever won his particular game was then rewarded by Arthur with an 
immense prize” (230). Moreover, “all those who in the office which they held had done 
Arthur any service were called to gather and each rewarded with a personal grant of cities, 
castles, archbishoprics, bishoprics and other landed possessions” (230). Another instance of 
Arthur’s generosity towards his men can be identified when Boso of Oxford, Gerin of 
Chartres and Gawain manage to win a skirmish with the Romans after ordering them to 
withdraw from Gallic territory without Arthur’s command. After the victory, “Arthur 
congratulated them, and promised them honours and yet more honours in that they had 
behaved so gallantly although he was not there to lead them” (244). 
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As mentioned above, it is not just Arthur’s allies, officers and knights that are on the 
receiving end of his famed generosity. At times, it is also Arthur’s enemies that benefit from 
his selflessness. When Arthur’s conquest leads him to the lands of his old enemies, the Scots 
and the Picts, he takes pity on the people in these lands and after being victorious Arthur 
“gave in to the prayers presented by these men of religion and granted a pardon to their 
people” (220), rather than decimating them. A similar act of merciful generosity can be 
attributed to Guthlac, who, in his written life is also said to have pity on his enemy by 
returning a third of all the looted treasure during his conquests. Furthermore, Arthur shows his 
merciful generosity after the battle with the Roman emperor Lucius, when he allows the fallen 
Roman soldiers a proper burial. “He took pity on his enemies and told the local inhabitants to 
bury them” (257). This kind of generosity to both ally and enemy characterises Arthur as a 
merciful and generous king, which is why, according to Geoffrey, “the fame of Arthur’s 
generosity and bravery spread to the very ends of the earth” (222). 
 According to Geoffrey, Arthur is not only defined by his generosity. As becomes 
clear throughout the Historia, courage or bravery is also one of the most important character 
traits that Arthur possesses. On a frequent basis, Geoffrey reminds us of Arthur’s boldness 
and gallantry in the narration of his deeds. Even though his bravery is mentioned in the initial 
description of the young Arthur, his fearless character is truly attested to in the passage in 
which he decides to engage a hostile giant by himself, without the aid of his knights. Geoffrey 
tells us that Arthur, “being a man of such outstanding courage, had no need to lead a whole 
army against a monster of this sort” (Thorpe 238). This giant who has killed and eaten many 
knights and abducted and raped Duke Hoel’s niece and her caregiver, has a clear advantage in 
both size and strength over Arthur, but without fear for his own life, Arthur, “being a man of 
such outstanding courage” (238), singlehandedly charges and kills the “evil creature” (240).  
 Moreover, in Geoffrey’s accounts, Arthur’s bravery is often depicted in combination 
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with another important character trait from the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint model, that of 
faithfulness. On several occasions in the Historia it is set forth that Arthur’s bravery is 
inspired by God and that Arthur in turn inspires his men with this same courage.  
The first account of an act that demonstrates this divinely inspired bravery is when 
Arthur “bravely attacked the Saxons” (217). When the Saxons gained the advantage of 
numbers and higher ground, Arthur “drew his sword Caliburn and called upon the name of the 
Blessed Virgin, and rushed forward at full speed into the thickest ranks of the enemy. Every 
man whom he struck, calling upon God as he did so, he killed at a single blow” (217). The 
bravery and courage of this charge, in which Arthur manages to kill 470 Saxons, in turn, 
inspire his fellow knights and put the enemy to flight. In another passage, the Romans flee the 
battle field after Emperor Lucius falls, and the Britons pursue them, slaughtering the Romans 
miserably and taking them prisoner. It might seem cruel or unnecessary that in their flight, 
these Romans are still being slaughtered, but Geoffrey asserts that “all this was ordained by 
divine providence” (256). This divinely ordained slaughter can be linked to Ælfric’s Life of St. 
Oswald, where Oswald is outnumbered on the battlefield. In this passage, Oswald’s “faith 
strengthened him and Christ helped him to the slaughter of his enemies” (Needham 125, l. 2). 
As mentioned above, Arthur’s bravery often appears to be inspired by God and his 
courageous acts are similarly ‘ordained by the divine’ on a frequent basis. Even though this 
mix of bravery and fidelity already demonstrate a certain loyalty to God, it is not just the 
divinely inspired boldness that proves Arthur’s religious steadfastness. Faithfulness and 
loyalty to God appear to be of great importance in the Historia Regum Brittaniae. The 
importance of faithfulness first becomes clear in Geoffrey’s description of Arthur’s battle-
attire. Across his shoulders, Arthur carries a round shield called Pridwen, meaning ‘fair face’. 
As the name already forebodes, this shield is adorned with a “likeness of the Blessed Mary, 
Mother of God” (217), which forces Arthur “to be thinking perpetually of her” (217). This 
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religiously adorned armour set suggests that Arthur’s faith can be seen as both a physical and 
spiritual shield. 
In addition to religiously adorned battle-gear, Arthur’s dedication to the faith and the 
religious undertones surrounding him become more apparent in the passage of the Historia in 
which Arthur goes to York to “celebrate the upcoming feast of the Nativity of [the] Lord” 
(221). In this passage the archbishop Samson had been driven out of York and the pagans had 
burned all the churches. As Arthur entered the city, he “grieved to see the desolate state of the 
holy churches” (221). The violence done to his faith saddens Arthur greatly and he decides to 
“[rebuild] the churches and [grace] them with religious communities of men and women” 
(221). Arthur’s grief and his decision to restore these churches and their religious 
communities display Arthur’s dedication to God and the Christian faith and reinforces 
Geoffrey’s religious characterisation of Arthur. 
Arthur further shows the depth of his faithfulness and dedication to God by following 
Christian customs after an immense battle in which he triumphs over Lucius Hiberius. In 
Anglo-Saxon hagiography, it is customary that the body of the martyred saint is translated to a 
monastery for proper burial to provide a suitable resting place for the saint. After the battle, 
this custom is also observed by Arthur, who orders the bodies of his fallen allies to be taken to 
the monasteries and abbeys of their native districts. Furthermore, “at Arthur’s command, the 
rest of the leaders and princes were borne to abbeys in the vicinity” (257) and Arthur even 
“took pity on his enemies [telling] the local inhabitants to bury them” (257). The fact that 
Arthur, throughout the Historia, observes Christian customs, adorns himself with religious 
symbols, translates the bodies of his fallen allies, provides a Christian burial even for his 
enemies and generally concerns himself with his faith, reveals his religious integrity and 
shows his faithfulness and dedication to God.  
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Another primary character trait that defines Arthur in the Historia is wisdom. Geoffrey 
provides an account of several events that portray Arthur as a wise king. For instance, after 
receiving a letter of demand from the Roman Emperor Lucius Hiberius, Arthur once more 
assembles his leaders and reveals how he thinks this pressing issue should be dealt with. After 
Arthur’s speech, King Hoel addresses Arthur, saying “it is my opinion that no one could find 
better advice to give, than what has just emerged from your own experience and highly skilled 
wisdom” (233). Hoel then takes this praise of Arthur’s even further by saying that “we should 
have nothing but unstinting praise for the opinion expressed by so steadfast a man as you, for 
the strength of so wise a mind, the benefit of such excellent counsel” (233). In addition to the 
emphasis on Arthur’s wisdom through the words of his retainer, Geoffrey shows that through 
his speech, Arthur has grown and has evolved from advice-taker to advice-giver. By doing 
this, he puts further emphasis on the wisdom of Arthur. The success of the military campaign 
against Lucius Hiberius subsequently reinforces the characterisation of Arthur as a king who 
possesses significant wisdom in both political and military affairs. A passage similar to this 
can be found in Guthlac’s written life. Guthlac, after spending several years in the monastery 
of Repton became more learned and even came to be seen as a very wise man. His wisdom is 
attested to by one of his fellow monks who, after hearing Guthlac speak, “bears witness that 
never before nor since has he heard such profundity of wisdom from the mouth of any man” 
(Colgrave 155). 
Arthur’s wisdom and learnedness similarly likewise shows when he asks advice from 
his allies in both political and military matters. As the story progresses, Arthur becomes more 
knowledgeable in these matters by learning from the advice he receives. This becomes clear 
in the passage in which Arthur lays siege to the town of York during his conflict with the 
brothers Colgrin and Baldulf. Here, Arthur convened with and “accepted the advice of his 
retainer and withdrew into the town of London” (214) after learning that German troops were 
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en route to Britain to aid Baldulf and Colgrin. Arthur’s open mind towards the advice of his 
retainers can be argued to portray his wisdom, since it shows that he is not just a man who 
blindly pursues his foe, but one who considers every available option, takes advice from 
others and, in agreement with his officers, decides upon the most advisable policy. 
Thus, both in Geoffrey’s Historia and the written lives of the Anglo-Saxon warrior 
saints, it becomes clear that wisdom is a character trait that is highly valued. As mentioned in 
Chapter 1, both Oswald and Edmund are depicted as wise kings, since their written lives put 
considerable emphasis on both the fact that Oswald was a learned man who even learned Irish 
in order to translate the teachings of the bishop Aida, and that Edmund was a wise and 
honourable king. In addition, Felix similarly tells us that Guthlac possessed remarkable 
wisdom both as a child and during his time in the monastery. 
A final passage in the Historia which can be linked to Anglo-Saxon hagiography is the 
passage where Arthur has a dream about the future, in which he sees a dragon fighting a bear. 
Arthur’s advisors interpret this as a sign that Arthur will fight a giant, which also happens, but 
Arthur thinks that it concerns his fight with the emperor Lucius. This dream is relevant for the 
comparison of Arthur and Anglo-Saxon warrior saints, since Guthlac, in his years as a hermit 
in the marshes of Crowland, also frequently experienced dream visions. A substantial number 
of Anglo-Saxon dream visions have been recorded and Patricia Davis categorised them in her 
article “Dreams and Visions in Anglo-Saxon England”. Whereas Guthlac’s dreams and 
visions mostly concerned temptations, consolations and otherworld journeys, Arthur’s dream 
is one of vocation. One of the three recorded Anglo-Saxon vocation dreams is that of St. 
Oswald, who during his reign is promised lands when St. Columba visits him in a sleep 
vision.6 Even though Arthur is not visited by a saint in his sleep, his dream, as he interprets it, 
                                                     
6 Sources for the reference to the recorded dream can be found in Davis, Patricia, “Dreams and Visions in the 
Anglo-Saxon Conversion to Christianity”, Dreaming 15 (2005): 75-88. 
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does contain a promise of lands, since it suggests that Arthur will defeat Lucius and take over 
his empire. 
Up to this point, most of the character references from Geoffrey’s Historia reveal that 
many of Arthur’s character traits are greatly similar to those in the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint 
model, as established in Chapter 1. However, in addition to being characterised as a wise and 
generous man who is both brave in battle and faithful to God, Geoffrey reveals that there is a 
side to Arthur that does not conform to the warrior saint model so well. It appears that the 
Historia Regum Brittaniae, at times, makes room for an interpretation of Arthur as a 
conquering king, who can be rather ruthless and does not always show mercy to his enemies. 
The first mention of Arthur’s ruthlessness and desire for conquest in the Historia can be found 
in a passage in which Arthur is fighting both the Scots and the Picts, who have withdrawn to 
an island in Loch Lomond, hoping to find refuge there. Arthur then decides to surround the 
island with his fleet in order to cut off his enemies from their supplies: “By besieging his 
enemies for fifteen days he reduced them to such a state of famine that they died in their 
thousands” (219). To a modern reader, this might appear like a cruel thing to do to an enemy 
that you had already defeated. Yet, this is only the beginning. Because when Gilmarius, the 
king of Ireland, arrives hoping to help out the dying men who were trapped on the island, 
Arthur responds by lifting the siege and turning his full force towards Gilmarius’ army and 
“[cutting] them to pieces mercilessly forcing them to return home” (219). Further, after 
defeating Gilmarius, Arthur again turns to wiping out the Scots and the Picts, “treating them 
with unparalleled severity, sparing no one who fell into his hands” (219). Arthur only stops 
decimating the Scots and the Picts when all the religious men of these two peoples 
collectively beg Arthur to stop killing them. 
After conquering the Scots and the Picts, Arthur’s ambition and thirst for conquest 
turns his attention to the Irish, whom he was “determined to subject to his own authority” 
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(221). After landing in Ireland, Gilmarius meets Arthur with an army that apparently has not 
had time to recover from its previous relentless decimation and is described by Geoffrey as 
“naked and unarmed” (222). Arthur shows no mercy and in a second display of ruthlessness 
“miserably cut [Gilmarius’ army] to pieces where it stood” (222). In these passages, the 
ruthless side of Arthur’s character and ambitious thirst for conquest is revealed by the harsh 
and merciless war tactics he uses, such as the starvation of the Scots and the Picts and the 
decimation of Gilmarius’ unequipped army. 
Notably, in an attempt to reconcile this ruthlessness with the virtuous side of Arthur’s 
character, it appears that Geoffrey, throughout the Historia,  employs a technique similar to 
that of the hagiographer as discussed in Chapter 1. He continuously stresses the treacherous 
and evil nature of the pagans and the wisdom, bravery, generosity and faithfulness of Arthur 
in an attempt to downplay Arthur’s harsh actions or reconcile them with his more saintly 
character traits. In addition, Geoffrey appears to justify Arthur’s harsh treatment of his 
enemies, by stating that “he established the whole of his kingdom in a state of lasting peace” 
(222), and even after his victory over the Scots and the Picts “granted a pardon to their 
people” (220). Though Geoffrey uses a technique similar to that of the hagiographers, the 
result is not the same. He succeeds in downplaying or partly justifying Arthur’s ruthlessness, 
but he is unable to completely resolve it. Hence, despite Geoffrey’s efforts, Arthur’s 
ruthlessness is a character trait that partially detaches him from the warrior saint model.  
After twelve years, Arthur’s ambition for conquest is rekindled when his court 
“encouraged him to conceive the idea of conquering the whole of Europe” (222). Arthur then 
steers his fleet to Norway and again shows his ruthless character by scattering the population 
and giving himself and his army “full licence to their savagery until they had forced all 
Norway and Denmark, too, to accept [his] rule” (223). Subsequently, Arthur steers his forces 
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to the continent and conquers all of Gaul, again ruthlessly starving his enemy forces until their 
leader Frollo challenges Arthur to single combat.  
After adding all the lands of Gaul to his rapidly growing kingdom, Arthur returns to 
Britain to celebrate the feast of Whitsun, during which he receives a letter of demand of the 
Roman empire. The letter angers Arthur and he decides to march on Rome. During the final 
battle, Arthur’s ruthless and ferocious side again surfaces when his forces appear to be on the 
losing side. Arthur motivates his men by shouting insults to the Romans and exclaiming that 
“not one must escape alive! Not one must escape, I say!” (255). Arthur’s ruthless anger turned 
the tide of the battle and, in pursuit of his enemies, Arthur raged on while he “hacked off their 
heads” (255) and “cut them to pieces” (255), even when they were fleeing the battle. This 
ruthless treatment of a foe that has already been beaten is something that occurs often in 
Geoffrey’s Historia and shows that it is safe to assume that Arthur, in addition to his more 
saintly qualities, also possesses a harsh and merciless side, in particular when dealing with his 
enemies.  
All in all, after a careful analysis of the characterisation of Arthur in Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s Historia Regum Brittaniae, it can be concluded that in this medieval piece of 
Arthurian pseudo-history, Arthur’s character is rather complex and he cannot be accurately 
perceived as merely a secular hero. Most character references in the chapters dedicated to 
Arthur in the Historia describe him as a man who is brave, generous, faithful and wise. 
Geoffrey often praises Arthur for his bravery and fearlessness in battle and reports that his 
bravery often goes hand in hand with generosity, since Arthur extends this generosity to both 
his fellow soldiers and at times also to his defeated enemies. In addition, Arthur is depicted as 
a king who is wise, since he often asks political and military matters. Further emphasis is put 
on Arthur’s faithfulness and loyalty to God both in times of peace and in war. In times of 
conflict, Arthur’s faithfulness becomes apparent through his armour, which is adorned with 
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religious imagery, and his constant calling out to both God and the blessed virgin Mary. 
Besides this, Arthur’s loyalty to the Christian faith during times of peace is revealed by the 
fact that he continuously observes Christian customs by, for instance, the celebration of 
Whitsun, ordering that both his allies and enemies receive a Christian burial and rebuilding 
and restoring the burnt-down churches and religious communities of raided cities and villages. 
These four most frequent characteristics of Arthur in the Historia are a very close match to 
those that make up the warrior saint model as established in Chapter 1.  
However, these saintly qualities are not the only characteristics that define Arthur in 
Geoffrey’s work, since Arthur also shows a more ruthless and merciless side that allows for a 
reading of a conquering king who shows significantly less compassion to the people he 
forcefully intends to add to his kingdom. Even though Geoffrey mimics the techniques of 
Anglo-Saxon hagiographers in his efforts to downplay Arthur’s ruthlessness by polarising 
good and evil and depicting Arthur, the brave Christian king, against the treacherous pagans, 
or the oppressive Romans, we do get to see another side of Arthur that proves difficult to 
reconcile with the warrior saint model. 
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Chapter 3 - The Characterisation of Arthur in Laӡamon’s Brut 
Laӡamon’s Brut, also known as The Chronicle of Britain, is an early Middle English 
poem written by the English priest Laӡamon, who lived in late twelfth and early thirteenth 
centuries. The poem derives its name from the mythical founder of England, Brutus, and 
provides a pseudo-historical account of the history of Britain, similar to Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s Historia Regum Brittaniae. Laӡamon based his Brut on the Anglo-Norman 
Roman de Brut, a poem written by Wace, who, in turn, based his work on Geoffrey’s 
Historia. Laӡamon’s Brut (later referred to as the Brut) is significantly longer than both of its 
predecessors and contains a more detailed account of the life and deeds of Arthur.  
This chapter is primarily concerned with the characterisation of Arthur in Laӡamon’s 
Brut. It will focus on how Arthur is depicted in the poem by looking at his qualities, flaws and 
anything else that shapes how he may be perceived as a character. The Anglo-Saxon warrior 
saint model, as established in Chapter 1 will then be applied to the characterisation of Arthur 
in the Brut. Given that Laӡamon’s Brut, though indirectly, is based on Geoffrey of 
Monmouth’s Historia Regum Brittaniae, this chapter will additionally discuss how the 
characterisation of Arthur in the passages concerning him in the Brut has evolved or how it 
differs from his previous characterisation in the Historia. 
Similar to the Historia, Arthur’s first appearance in Laӡamon’s Brut is when British 
knights come to find him after the death of his father. The knights address him by saying 
“Hail seo þu, Arður, aðelest cnihten” [Health to you Arthur, noblest of knights]7 (l. 9913), and 
inform him of his father’s death and the call for him to be crowned king. Upon hearing this 
news, Arthur calls out to God, “Lauerd Crist, Godes sune, beon us nu a fultume, þat ich mote 
on life Goddes laӡen halden” [Lord Christ, son of God, be a help to us now, that I may uphold 
                                                     
7 Unless otherwise noted all quotations and translations from Laӡamon’s Brut are taken from W. R. J. Barron and 
S. C. Weinberg, Laӡamon's Arthur: The Arthurian Section of Laӡamon's Brut (lines 9229-14297), Austin: 
University of Texas, 1989, Print.  
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God’s laws throughout my life] (ll. 9928-9). Thus, the first thing Laӡamon does is establish a 
link between Arthur and Christ, characterising Arthur as a loyal Christian. After Arthur’s 
pledge, Laӡamon provides a description of his protagonist, which reads: “Þa þe Arður wes 
king ... he wes mete-custi ælche quike monne, cniht mid than bezste, wunder ane kene ... woh 
him wes wunder lað and þat rihte a leof” [When Arthur was king ... he was generous to every 
man alive, among the best of warriors, wonderfully bold ... wrong was hateful to him and the 
right was always dear] (ll. 9945-50). This description of Arthur is strikingly similar to the one 
in Geoffrey’s Historia. While the one in the Brut is more elaborate, both describe a man 
distinguished by bravery and generosity. Arthur’s characterisation as a man who was 
generous to every man alive allows for a connection to be made with St. Oswald, who, in 
Ælfric’s Lives of Saints, out of sheer humility and generosity orders his Easter feast, including 
the silver plates, to be distributed amongst the hungry men and women outside the castle. 
Laӡamon further provides a foundation for these qualities in Arthur by stating that “he 
ouercom alle kinges, mid ræhӡere strengðe and mid richedome” [he defeated all kings, by 
fierce strength and by generosity] (ll. 9957-8).  
Arthur’s generosity is not only revealed through Laӡamon’s comments on his 
character, but can also be identified in several other passages throughout the Brut. Yet, the 
generosity that Arthur extends to both his subjects and his enemies requires some nuance. The 
occurrences of Arthur’s generosity towards his loyal allies and subjects appears to be more in 
traditional sense of rewards and gift-giving. For instance, after conquering France, Arthur 
handsomely rewards his loyal followers. As Laӡamon writes, “Summen he yaef lond, summen 
seoluer and gold, summen he yaef castles, summen he yaf clathes” [Some he gave land, to 
some silver and gold, to some he gave castles, to some he gave robes] (ll. 12032-3).  
Likewise, during an assembly on Whit Sunday, Arthur’s most valiant thanes who 
bested the others in several games, races and jousting were rewarded for their skills. In 
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addition, the king “ayaef his gode cnihten al heore rihten” [gave all his faithful followers all 
their dues] (l. 12338), gold, silver, horses, castles, lands and robes. 
Similar to Arthur’s allies, the enemies of the British king are sometimes also on the 
receiving end of his generosity. However, they do not receive gifts for battles well fought, but 
Arthur’s generosity rather manifests itself as merciful behaviour and forgiveness for his foes. 
For example, after an immense battle with Balfdolf, Colgrim and Childric, Arthur decides to 
forgive them instead of executing them and declares that he will spare Childric: “He þohten al 
mi kinelond setten an his aӡere hond ... Nu ich wulle ӡifen him grið” [he planned to take my 
whole kingdom into his own possession ... Yet I will show him mercy] (ll. 10415-8). Further, 
after resisting the Irish army’s attack, King Gillomar pleads for mercy to which Arthur 
responds by excusing half of Gillomar’s offered tribute. Arthur later even reassures Gillomar 
by warranting his reign as Arthur’s liegeman: “Ic þe wulle ӡeuen to þat ne scal þe king woh 
don buten he hit abugge mid his bare rugge” [I warrant you that no sub-king shall do you 
wrong without atoning for it on his bare back] (ll. 11205-6). A final example of Arthur’s 
forgiveness and generosity can be found in the passage in the Brut in which Howel wins the 
power struggle with Guitard, the Duke of Poitou, in Arthur’s name. After the battle “Arður 
him warð liðe and luuede hine swiðe and hehte hine his lond broken” [Arthur showed him 
kindness and favoured him greatly and bade him keep his land] (ll. 12017-8). Since Arthur 
freely and royally rewards his allies, forgives the men who zealously tried to kill him or take 
his kingdom for themselves and even gifts them their lives and their lands, it can be argued 
that the characterisation of Arthur as a generous man finds ample footing in the poem. 
Moreover, the forgiveness that Arthur shows the men who tried to kill him can also be 
interpreted as an imitation of several saints or even Christ, who likewise forgave the men who 
persecuted him.  
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The second virtue that Laӡamon mentions in his first description of Arthur is bravery, 
or boldness. Throughout the Brut, Laӡamon frequently refers to Arthur as “Arður, þe kene 
mon” [Arthur, the valiant man] (l. 10286), “Arður þe ræie” [the bold Arthur] (l. 10591) and 
“stið-imoden king” [the valiant king] (l. 10591), as if to remind the audience of the king’s 
courage. Yet, these references are not the only foundation of Arthur’s boldness in the Brut, as 
his actions and deeds speak a great deal more to the establishment Arthur’s boldness as a 
prime character trait. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Arthur inspires his fellow warriors on a 
frequent basis by charging into the enemy lines, dealing death to all who stand in his way. 
This type of bravery can likewise be found in Laӡamon’s Brut. Take for instance the passage 
dedicated to Arthur’s clash with the brothers Colgrim and Baldolf. In this passage, Arthur 
charges at Colgrim’s Saxon army, inspiring his men to follow him, which results in a victory 
for Arthur’s army: “Vp bræid Arthur his sceld foren to his breosten, and he gon to rusien swa 
þe runie wulf þenne he cumeð of holte bihonged with snawe, and þencheð to biten swulc deor 
swa him likeð” [Arthur raised his shield before his chest and went rushing like the savage 
wolf when he comes from the snow-hung wood, bent on devouring whatever prey he pleases] 
(ll. 10040-43). Given that thousands of warriors would often die in these kinds of battles, the 
fact that Arthur charges right into the enemy lines by himself, may have been regarded as an 
extraordinarily courageous deed by a contemporary audience. 
Furthermore, Laӡamon again emphasises that “ne isæh mæuere na man selere cniht 
nenne þene him wes Arður, aðelest cunnes” [no man ever saw a better warrior than Arthur 
was, the noblest of his race] (ll. 10561-2). Later in the poem, this remark is substantiated by 
an ogre who had raped and killed the daughter of one of Arthur’s dearest thanes, Howel. 
When the king and his two companions reach the giant ogre’s den, “Æuere wes Arður ærhthe 
bideled þet wes sutel þeron, sellic þah hit þunche” [Arthur, as was plain to see, was quite 
undaunted –strange as it may seem–] (ll. 12989-90). Arthur bravely attacks and defeats the 
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devilish fiend who fearfully cries: “Lauerd, lauerd yef me grið! Wha is þat me fihteð with? Ne 
wende ich that na man a þissere weorlde-richen me mihte þus lehtliche aleggen mid fehte bute 
hit Arður weore” [Lord, lord have mercy! Who is it that is fighting against me? I though no 
man in this mortal world might so easily defeat me in combat unless it were Arthur] (ll. 
13014-7). Thus, Layamon’s earlier claim regarding Arthur’s bravery and prowess in battle is 
validated by the ogre’s words, providing further testimony to Arthur’s courageous character. 
The fearlessness displayed by Arthur, be it in the face of a giant ogre or an enemy military 
force, can also be argued to be an inherent character trait of the warrior saints discussed in 
Chapter 1.  
Like Arthur, the forty soldiers, Oswald, Edmund and Guthlac never let their fear take a 
hold of them, not even in the face of horrible events such as torture, an overwhelming and 
threatening enemy force, demons or even death. Instead, these saints relied on their bravery 
and faith to overcome their trials, which to a contemporary audience may have called 
attention to the association with secular heroism, an argument put forward by Magennis, who 
in his article sheds light on the techniques that Ælfric employs in an attempt to reconcile 
violence and a military past with Christian values in his hagiographical works. Magennis also 
states that secular heroic acts are intertwined with the spiritual and holy world of warrior 
saints (51). The two are not separated as Christianity would perhaps seem to advocate to a 
modern audience. This lack of separation can also be identified in the Historia Regum 
Brittaniae, where Arthur combines acts of secular heroism and warfare with spiritual and 
Christian morality. 
Similar to the Historia Regum Brittanniae, Laӡamon’s Brut similarly has a tendency to 
link Arthur’s bravery to his most Christian virtue, faithfulness. It often appears that the 
courageous acts displayed by Arthur are either inspired by, or in the name of, the Christian 
faith. The first occurrence of this can be found in the aforementioned passage where Arthur is 
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waging war with Colgrim, Baldolf and Childric. Before Arthur rushes into the enemy lines, he 
addresses his knights and prays to Christ to aid them in the battle: “Iseo ӡe, mine Bruttes here 
us bihalfues, ure iuan uulle –Crist heom aualle!–” [See my Britons, close to us here, our bitter 
enemies –Christ strike them down!–] (ll. 10031-2). In a battle following that against Colgrim, 
Arthur is again the first to lead the charge, this time against Childric’s camp. In this charge 
too, it appears that Arthur’s courageous act can be associated with his faithfulness as he calls 
out, “Nu fulste us Marie, Goddes milde moder, and ich ibidde hire suna þat he us beon a 
fultume” [Now may Mary, merciful mother of God help us, and I pray to her son that he be of 
aid to us] (ll. 10305-6). Throughout the rest of the poem, or at least in the sections dedicated 
to Arthur, he similarly calls out to God or Christ on several other occasions. In the final battle 
against Childric, Arthur addresses his warriors and ends his speech by saying, “heo beoð 
fordemed alle mid Drihtenes fuhlste” [with God’s help they will all be destroyed] (l. 10572).  
Likewise, when the battle appears to be in the Britons’ favour, Arthur exclaims, “Þe 
formeste is fæie – nu fulsten us Drihte, and þa hefenliche quene þa Drihten akende” [The 
leader is doomed – now may the Lord and his mother the Queen of Heaven assist us] (ll. 
10597-8). Besides this, Arthur appears to draw courage from praying to God, right before his 
duel with the renowned warrior Frolle. Arthur asks God to help him win this duel, and that in 
return, he will forever uphold God’s laws in the kingdom: “And ӡif ich mæi þis kinelond 
biӡiten to mire aӡere hond, auereælche ærmen mon þe æð scal iwurðen, and wurchen ic wulle 
muchel Godes wille” [If I may secure this kingdom for my own, every poor man shall be the 
better, and I will fulfil the will of God Almighty” (ll. 11847-9). A similar pledge can also be 
found in the passage in Laӡamon’s Brut in which Arthur makes his first appearance. When 
Arthur is informed of his father’s death and his inheritance, he calls out to God and makes a 
pledge: “Lauerd Crist, godes sune, beon us nu a fultume, þat ich mote on life Goddes laӡen 
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halden” [Lord Christ, son of God, be a help to us now, that I may uphold God’s laws 
throughout my life] (ll. 9928-9). 
It has become clear that in times of battle, Arthur relies on his faith to give him 
courage and strength. In other words, by calling upon God and Christ to strike down his 
enemies, it can be assumed that Arthur relies on God and Christ to be his sword. Yet, God and 
Christ do not only act as Arthur’s sword, but also as his shield. This becomes clear in the 
passage in which Arthur puts on his armour before doing battle with Childric. According to 
Barron and Weinberg, the description of Arthur’s armour differs from its earlier counterparts, 
since it “is given more explicit magical associations than in Wace or in Geoffrey” (xliv). 
Despite this air of mystery, due to the mention of elvish smiths and the magic-arts of Avalon, 
Laӡamon preserves the religious associations of Arthur’s armour, which can also be found in 
Geoffrey’s description. Similar to Geoffrey, Laӡamon recounts that Arthur’s shield is called 
Pridwen, meaning ‘fair face’, and that “þere wes innen igruaen mid rede golde stauen an 
onlicnes deore of Drihtenes moder” [on the inner side there was engraved in lines of red and 
gold a noble likeness of the Mother of God” (ll. 10555-6). Laӡamon additionally appears to 
follow Wace in the description of the helmet. Wace has expanded Geoffrey’s description by 
naming Arthur’s helmet Goswhit, which means ‘white goose’, and this is in turn adopted by 
Laӡamon. The name of Arthur’s helmet can be associated with Arthur’s faith because “since 
the time of the Romans, the goose has been a symbol of providence and vigilance” (Ferguson 
19). Despite the magical and mysterious air surrounding Arthur’s armour in Laӡamon’s Brut, 
the name and appearance of both Arthur’s helmet and shield complete the metaphor of 
Christianity being both Arthur’s sword and shield. 
Arthur’s faithfulness is not just associated with battle and war, but is also attested to in 
other passages of the Brut. For example, Arthur shows his dedication to and concern with the 
Christian faith by promoting a priest named Priam to Archbishop of York and “þat he rærde 
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churechen and þa songes rihten and Goddes folc biwusten and fæire heom dihten” [exhorted 
him to build churches and to restore the singing there, and to care for God’s people and 
instruct them properly] (ll. 11034-5). Furthermore, Laӡamon’s characterisation of Arthur as a 
pious Christian is reinforced in several passages, which show that Arthur acts in accordance 
with the religious traditions of Christianity. For instance, Arthur celebrates Christian holidays 
such as Easter, and holds an assembly in Caerlon, a city famous for its learnedness and 
holiness, for Whitsunday and orders all his thanes to come to Caerlon for the holy mass. In 
addition, in correspondence with Geoffrey’s Historia, Laӡamon writes that after the long war 
with the Roman emperor Lucius, Arthur ordered his men to find all the kings, earls and thanes 
who died on the battle field and “he lette heom burien mid baldere pruten” [he had them 
buried with great splendour] (l. 13911), giving them a proper Christian burial, often in the 
churches or monasteries of their native regions.  
Although more emphasis is put on wisdom or learnedness as one of Arthur’s 
characteristics in the Historia, it is still apparent that Laӡamon’s intention was to depict 
Arthur as a king who, besides being brave, generous and faithful, was also wise. Arthur’s 
wisdom is illustrated by a reference from the Brut where one of Arthur’s knights tells him, 
“þu ært the riccheste mon þa rixleoð on londen and þe alre wiseste þe wuneð under weolcne” 
[you who rule in this land are the most powerful and the wisest of all who dwell upon earth] 
(ll. 12024-5). Knowing that someone’s character is not just based on other people’s words, but 
also on that person’s actions, Laӡamon also provides several accounts that demonstrate the 
king’s wisdom. The first reference that concerns Arthur’s wisdom can be found in a passage 
of the poem before Arthur attacks Baldolf and Colgrim who have taken up refuge in York. 
Arthur “clupede to raede cnihtes to neode, beornes and eorles and tha hali biscopes, and bad 
þat heo him radden” [called his warriors to counsel in this time of need, commons and nobles 
and the holy bishops, and bade them advise him] (ll. 10173-5). Here, Arthur does not 
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distinguish between common folk and nobles and sees that he needs the advice of others to 
find the best course of action. If wisdom is defined by the ability to judge rightly, the fact that 
Arthur included all his warriors, rather than just the commanding nobles, and actually 
considers everyone’s advice, suggests that he made a wise decision, since it ultimately results 
in a victory. A second reference similar to the one mentioned above occurs later in the poem 
during Arthur’s war with Lucius Hiberius. After receiving news from one of his spies that 
they were heavily outnumbered, Arthur does not blatantly accept the suggestion to make 
peace with the Romans, but again summons his most trusted knights to come up with the most 
advisable course of action and “radden heom bitwenen enne castel to areren” [together they 
determined to build a castle] (l. 13087), in order to be able to withstand the Romans. 
The final reference in Laӡamon’s Brut that marks wisdom as one of Arthur’s 
significant character traits depends on neither Arthur’s actions nor the words of another 
character in the poem. In the passage concerning the assembly in Caerlon upon Usk, Laӡamon 
seeks to further establish the king’s wisdom by emphasising Arthur’s interest in learning and 
astronomy, amongst other things. According to Laӡamon, Arthur surrounds himself in 
Caerlon with learned men, who teach him in many matters: “Ϸer was moni god clarc þe wel 
cuthe a leore [and] wel ofte heo þan kinge seide of feole þinge” [There were many good 
clerics who had much learning and they very often spoke to the king about many matters] (ll. 
12122-6). 
Up to this point, the character references in Laӡamon’s Brut that have been discussed 
illustrate Arthur’s saintly qualities: bravery, generosity, faithfulness and wisdom, and if it 
were it to end here, the character analysis of Arthur in the Brut would remain incomplete. 
After all, Geoffrey’s Historia tells us that there is a side to Arthur that does not comply with 
the characteristics of the warrior saint model. It appears that this side is even more evident in 
the Brut. 
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According to Laӡamon, “Arður wes wunsum þer he hafde his iwillin, and he wes wod 
sturne wið his wiðer-iwinnen” [Arthur was gracious whenever he achieved his purpose, and 
he was terribly stern with those who opposed him] (ll. 11235-6). However, throughout the 
poem it becomes clear that Arthur’s sternness is not only extended to those who oppose him, 
but also to his loyal followers, and whenever someone falls out of line, they are at risk of 
facing the king’s wrath. For instance, when a fistfight in Arthur’s court escalates during the 
Christmas celebration in London, Arthur storms out of his chamber ordering everyone to sit 
down upon pain of death and subsequently gives full reign to his anger: 
  “Nimeð me þene ilke mon   þa þis feht ærst bigon, 
  and doð wiððe an his sweore   and draӡeð hine to ane more, 
  and doð hine in an ley uen   þer he scal liggen; 
  and nimeð al his nexte cun   tha ӡe maӡen iuinden 
  and swegeð of tha hafden   mid breoden eouwer sweorden. 
  þa wifmen þa ӡe maӡen ifinden   of his nexten cunden, 
  kerueð of hire neose   and heora wlite ga to lose; 
  and swa ich wulle al fordon   þat cun þat he of com.” (11393-400) 
 
[“Seize that man who first began this fight, put a cord around his neck and drag him to 
a marsh, and thrust him into the bog where he shall lie; and seize all his close kin 
whom you can find and strike off their heads with your broad swords. The women of 
his immediate family whom you can find, cut off their noses and let their looks be 
ruined; and so I will utterly destroy the race from which he came”]. 
 
Although it is understandable that Arthur punishes the trouble-maker, since, according 
to Barron and Weinberg, “violence within the court, threatening the king’s peace and stability 
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of the nation is treason” (xlvi), the unmitigated decimation of his family and mutilation of his 
female kin seems beyond reason and convention. Arthur’s ruthless treatment of his followers 
appears to have a serious effect on them, which is illustrated in the following passage, where 
Arthur has a dream vision and reaches out to his advisors for an interpretation. In Geoffrey’s 
version of this passage, the advisors interpret his dream as a prediction that Arthur will have 
to battle a giant. Laӡamon however, sees the opportunity to use this scene to build the 
character of his protagonist. Laӡamon writes that “ne durste þer na cniht to ufele ræcchen na 
wiht leoste he sculden leosen his leomen þat weoren him deore” [no one there dared interpret 
it as in any way ill-omened lest he should lose limbs which he valued] (ll. 12792-3). The fact 
that Arthur’s advisors are afraid to displease him and have their reproductive organs removed 
from their bodies is testament to not only Arthur’s cruel or ruthless character, but also to his 
use of fear as an instrument of governance.  
The Britons’ respectful fear of Arthur becomes justified near the end of the poem, 
when Arthur must fight against his fellow Britons who have sided with the traitorous 
Mordred, who has taken over the kingdom. Even though it is understandable for the British 
people to side with Mordred, since Arthur was on the continent and Mordred controlled the 
army, they feel the full scale of Arthur’s wrath as he razes Winchester to the ground and puts 
all its citizens to death. In his fury, Arthur does not discriminate as “þa ӡeonge and þa alde, all 
he aqualde” [he killed them all, both young and old] (l.14197). In Laӡamon’s Brut, the people 
of Norway can also be counted amongst those who suffered Arthur’s wrath. When the 
Norwegian earls resist Arthur’s rule and elect a king, Arthur, rather than attacking the earls 
and forcing them into submission, first “ӡuond þat lond gon wende; þat londe he þuharnde, 
burhӡes he uorbarnde, aehte he nom inoh, muche moncun he þere ofsloh” [went through the 
land, overrunning the countryside, burning down towns, taking much booty, slaying many 
men there] (ll. 11577-9). In both cases, Arthur primarily punishes the common people for the 
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actions of their leaders, which allows for ruthlessness to be seen as a significant aspect of 
Arthur’s character. 
In conclusion, the depiction of Arthur in Laӡamon’s Brut is to some extent different 
than the one Geoffrey provides in his Historia Regum Brittaniae. The qualities that prevail in 
the Anglo-Saxon warrior saints, as discussed in Chapter 1, are still abundant in Laӡamon’s 
Brut and have a strong and continuous presence in the poem. In the character analysis of 
Arthur in the Historia, a darker side of the protagonist’s nature came forward. Rather than 
downplaying this, Laӡamon expands this ruthless side of the British king’s personality and 
gives it a stronger presence in the poem. Therefore, Laӡamon paints a picture of a king who is 
renowned for generosity and bravery, who excels in battle and does not distinguish between 
common and noble, who is ever loyal to God and his faith and concerned with the state of the 
Church in his kingdom. Arthur is portrayed as a man who is learned and well informed, can 
be humble both before God and his people. This virtuous and praiseworthy character 
however, is touched by a sense of righteousness which, at times, goes beyond reason and the 
severity of the king can be argued to turn into unrelenting ruthlessness. In an attempt to 
explain or reconcile Arthur’s ruthless side, Barron and Weinberg argue that given the cultural 
context of the poem, a strong and ruthless Arthur might have been both a realistic and 
attractive image to Laӡamon’s audience, who grew up in an age of anarchy and civil war 
(xlvi). It might very well have been possible that given the political turmoil and unrest, 
Laӡamon’s contemporary audience would have preferred a more strict and ruthless ruler, who 
like Arthur in Laӡamon’s Brut, could have united and stabilised the country. 
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Chapter 4 – Arthur in The Alliterative Morte Arthure 
The Alliterative Morte Arthure is a Middle English poem written by an anonymous 
poet and is presumed to date back to the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century (Dalrymple 
267). The Morte Arthure builds on the “chronicle tradition stretching from Wace's Roman de 
Brut and Laӡamon's Brut to Robert Mannyng of Brunne's Chronicle, a tradition deriving 
ultimately from Geoffrey of Monmouth's seminal Latin text, Historia Regum Brittaniae” 
(DeMarco 464). However, the poem distinguishes itself from its earlier counterparts by 
focusing mainly on the later part of the Arthurian legend, namely Arthur’s war with the 
Romans and his struggle with Mordred upon his return to Britain. By amplifying the parts of 
the legend dedicated to Arthur’s war with the Romans, the Alliterative Morte Arthure 
provides a detailed account of campaigning and the military life of Arthur’s immense army 
and simultaneously allows for significant parts of the poem to be dedicated not just to Arthur, 
but rather to the deeds and exploits of several of Arthur’s individual knights. According to 
Benson, it is “primarily a poem of battles, and there are no better accounts of late medieval 
warfare then we find in this poem” (1).  
The Alliterative Morte Arthure immediately distinguishes itself from the Brut and the 
Historia in the introductory lines of the poem. At the first mention of Arthur, both the 
Historia and the Brut introduce him as a character and recount his lineage. In the Alliterative 
Morte Arthure however, it appears that Arthur is already an established character presumed 
by the poet to have been known by his audience, as demonstrated in the lines that first 
mention him: “When that the king Arthur by conquest had wonnen casteles and kingdoms and 
countrees many,” [After King Arthur had won castles, kingdoms and many countries by 
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conquest] (ll. 26-7).8 It is clear that these lines suggest that the poem is about to follow up on 
an already existing story.  
Where both the Historia and the Brut dedicate several praising introductory lines to 
Arthur, stressing his bravery, generosity and other qualities, the Alliterative Morte Arthure 
instead provides a list of Arthur’s previous conquests and does not yet go into full detail 
regarding the nature of the king’s character, other than stating that “by conquest full cruel 
they knew him for Lord” [through cruel conquest they acknowledged him as king] (l. 43). 
Even though it appears that the poet illustrates Arthur’s ruthless side in this line, it must be 
noted that in Middle English, the word ‘cruel’, when used to describe a person, can be seen as 
the equivalent of the modern English ‘fierce’ or ‘brave’ (Middle English Dictionary online). 
Moreover, the image of Arthur as a conqueror is definitely positively reinforced throughout 
the poem, as Arthur is frequently referred to as “this ilk kidd conquerour” [this same famous 
conqueror] (l. 65) and “that comlich conquerour” [that handsome conqueror] (l. 71). 
Even though the poet establishes Arthur as man of conquest in the introduction, it 
becomes clear in the rest of the poem that there is more to Arthur than just his prowess in the 
subjugation of nations. Similar to the introductory descriptions of Arthur in the Historia and 
the Brut, the Morte Arthure is quick to follow suit in showing the kind and generous side of 
the king. After messengers from Rome deliver the emperor Lucius’ threats to Arthur’s court, 
the king orders Sir Kay to “take keep to those lordes to stightel tho stern men as their state 
askes, that they be herbered in haste in those high chamberes” [take care of these lords and 
arrange these valiant men as their station requires, that they are lodged with haste in the noble 
chambers] (ll. 156-8). Arthur then tells Sir Kay to make sure they lack neither food nor drink 
and to spare no expense in the effort. Furthermore, these Roman ambassadors are not the only 
                                                     
8 Unless otherwise noted, all quotations from the Alliterative Morte Arthure are taken from Benson, Larry Dean, 
ed. King Arthur's Death: the Middle English Stanzaic Morte Arthur and Alliterative Morte Arthure, Rev. ed. 
Kalamazoo, Michigan: Medieval Institute Publications, Western Michigan University, 1994, Print. All 
translations are my own. 
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ones on the receiving end of Arthur’s generosity. When Arthur charges Mordred with the care 
for his kingdom he tells Mordred “to minister my mobles for meed of my soul to 
mendinauntes and misese in mischef fallen” [distribute my goods, for my soul’s reward, to 
beggars and those who have fallen into misery] (ll. 666-7). Through his generosity towards 
the less fortunate, Arthur expresses his concern for the people in his kingdom. This concern 
for the wellbeing of his people is further illustrated in the poem just after Arthur has slain 
Lucius and takes counsel from his advisors with regard to how he might best conquer the 
other lands who were previously under Roman dominion. During this counsel Arthur vows, “I 
give my protection to all the pope lands, my rich pensel of pees my pople to shew” [I give my 
protection to all the lands of the pope, to show my people my great banner of peace] (ll.2410-
11).  
Arthur’s characterisation as a generous king is even further attested to in several other 
passages, in which Arthur’s loyal allies are rewarded for their services. Firstly, after losing a 
battle with Roman forces, Sir Cador is rewarded by Arthur for his bravery with one of the 
highest honours that can be bestowed on him, as the childless Arthur names him next in line 
of succession of his throne: “Thou art apparent to be eier, or one of thy childer;” [You shall be 
heir apparent, or one of your children] (l. 1944). Secondly, after sending the Roman 
ambassadors on their way back to Rome with Arthur’s declaration of war, the king states that 
the people who remain to defend Britain in his absence must be honoured above all and he 
makes them a promise: “I shall them loves whiles I live, so me Our Lord help and give them 
lands full large where them best likes” [I shall love them while I live, so help me God and 
give them great large lands wherever they like best] (ll. 1597-8). 
In addition to painting Arthur as a generous king, the Alliterative Morte Arthure also 
conforms with the Historia and the Brut in terms of depicting Arthur as a character of 
exceptional bravery. First of all, throughout the poem, references to Arthur’s bravery are 
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transparent and frequently occurring, given that the poet repeatedly refers to Arthur as “the 
bold king” (l. 803) or “our burlich bold king” [our bold and stately king] (l. 2010). In addition, 
the poet states that “he was deemed the doughtiest that dwelled in erthe” [he was believed to 
be the bravest that dwelled on earth] (l. 219). 
It is not only the poet’s way of referring to Arthur that builds a characterisation of a 
brave king, but the poet mostly lets Arthur’s attitude and accomplishments attest to his 
bravery and courage. For instance, when Arthur and his knights arrive in Barfleur, a man tells 
the king of “a grete giuant of Gene, engendered of fendes [that] has freten of folk mo than five 
hundredth” [a great giant of Genoa, spawned by fiends who has devoured more than five 
hundred people] (ll. 843-4). An account of all the terrible deeds of this giant follows and yet, 
Arthur shows no fear in the face of this giant and vows that he will attempt “to trete with that 
tyraunt” [negotiate with that tyrant] (l. 878). When the king subsequently travels to the giant’s 
den, he faces a horrifying scene of spitted human meat and kettles filled with the limbs of 
children roasting over fires. Rather than losing his courage, Arthur is greatly angered and 
taunts the giant into attacking him by shouting, “Now, All-weldand God that worshippes us 
all give thee sorrow and site, sot, there thou ligges, for the foulsomest freke that formed was 
ever! Foully thou feedes thee! The fend have thy soul! [Now may the all-ruling God that 
honours us all give you sorrow and grief, wretch, where you lie, the foulest creature that was 
ever formed! Foully you feed yourself! The devil take your soul] (ll. 1069-62). During the 
battle, Arthur shows no fear and ultimately kills the giant. Unlike the Brut it is Arthur, not 
Bedevere, who deals the mortal blow to the beast. 
Moreover, the fiend on Mont St. Michel is not the only giant Arthur kills in the 
Alliterative Morte Arthure, as the king’s bravery is tested a second time during the fight 
against Lucius, who recruited giants to fight for him. In this particular battle, Sir Jonathal and 
his knights are being slaughtered by the giants, until Arthur arrives. Again without hesitation, 
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he charges into the fight and fearlessly kills sixty giants whilst making jokes: “He clekes out 
Caliburn, full clenlich burnisht, [and] whiles sixty were served so ne sesed they never” [He 
draws Excalibur, polished clean and until sixty were served, he never ceased] (ll. 2123-32). It 
is notable that whenever these giants are described in the poem, the poet emphasises the fact 
that they were “engendered with fendes” [spawned by fiends] (l. 2110), therefore directly 
connecting these giants to the devil. Subsequently, having King Arthur slay this devil spawn 
further reinforces the characterisation of Arthur as an ideal Christian warrior, fighting both the 
enemy encroaching his kingdom and enemies of his faith at the same time. 
In the battle against Lucius, Arthur further proves his bravery on several occasions. 
For instance, when Sir Kay receives a mortal wound, he returns to Arthur to ask him to see to 
his burial. When he dies, a grief-stricken Arthur charges into the enemy ranks to avenge the 
death of his loyal knight, without fear for his life: “He shot through the sheltrons with his 
sharp wepen, shalkes he shrede through and shrinked mailes” [He shot through the troops 
with his sharp weapon, he cut through men and wrinkled mail] (ll. 2210-11). The charge only 
ends when Arthur kills Lucius and wins the war. Unlike in the Historia and Brut it is Arthur 
that deals the death blow to the Roman emperor in the Alliterative Morte Arthure. Even 
though it is of no importance to the outcome of the war who kills Lucius, the fact that it is 
Arthur who ends the life and reign of the Roman emperor reinforces the powerful image of 
the warrior king, who through bravery and prowess in battle wins the war and expands his 
kingdom. 
Up to this point, the characterisation of Arthur in the Alliterative Morte Arthure 
appears to be similar to that of Geoffrey’s Historia and Laӡamon’s Brut. Both generosity and 
bravery appear to be heavily embedded in the characterisation of Arthur, which is also in 
accordance with the warrior saint model. This trend is continued, when zooming in on 
Arthur’s faithfulness in the Alliterative Morte Arthure. Faithfulness is of course one of the 
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most important character traits that an ideal Christian warrior can possess. Likewise, Arthur’s 
faithfulness and loyalty to God are frequently illustrate in the poem by other characters’  
words and deeds. The first instance where Arthur shows just how important his faith is to him, 
can be found in the passage in which Arthur’s court is visited by Roman ambassadors 
demanding tribute from Britain. In the presence of his knights, Arthur declares “By the 
kalendes of Juny we shall encounter ones with full cruel knightes, so Crist mot me help! 
Thereto make min avow devotly to Crist and to the holy vernacle, virtuous and noble” [by the 
first of June we shall have encountered them with truly fierce knights, so Christ help me! That 
I vow devoutly to Christ and the holy image of Veronica, virtuous and noble] (ll. 345-8). By 
calling upon Christ to help him, Arthur shows just how much trust he puts in Christ and his 
faith. Another example of this can be found later in the poem, when Arthur approaches the 
keep in which Mordred has taken shelter; without fear he wanders dangerously close and 
nearly in range of the enemy archers. When warned by Sir Ferrer, Arthur replies, “I am 
nothing aghast, so me God help” [I am not afraid, as God is my help] (l. 2442). The fact that 
Arthur relies on God to shield him from his enemies’ arrows, again illustrates the enormous 
amount of trust Arthur puts into his God and his faith. 
Similar to both the Historia and the Brut, Arthur shows his faithfulness after the battle 
with Lucius, by promising and providing a Christian burial for his fallen comrades. He has the 
bodies of his dead knights translated to several monasteries, where they are then buried 
according to Christian customs. Later in the poem, Gawain gets a similar treatment and after 
his death is buried by Arthur in Winchester. 
Further, Arthur reinforces his characterisation of a faithful king through several other 
deeds. For example, after slaying the giant on Mont Saint Michel, he orders a church to be 
raised at the site where the fiend was felled, converting the grounds previously touched by 
evil into sacred ground: “He commaunde his cosin, with knightlich words, to make a kirk on 
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that crag, there the corse ligges and a covent there-in Crist for to serve” [He commanded his 
cousin with gracious words, to raise a church with a monastery in it in that crag, where the 
body lay, to serve Christ] (ll. 1218-20).  
Another example of the deeds through which Arthur’s faithfulness is illustrated in the 
Alliterative Morte Arthure can be found in the passage just before Arthur’s battle with the 
giant. Before he travels to the giant’s lair, Arthur seeks out a saint that lives on the mountain 
and orders his knights to bring offerings to the shrine of St. Michael: “And senn shall ye offer, 
either after other menskfully at Saint Michel, full mighty with Crist” [And afterwards you 
shall make offerings honourably to Saint Michel, truly mighty in Christ, each after another (ll. 
939-40).  
Additionally, Arthur’s devotion becomes clear in the poem in the passages where he 
humbles himself before God, mixing faithfulness and humility, both important character traits 
in the ideal Christian warrior model. The first occasion on which this can be observed is after 
Arthur’s fight with the giant. When the townspeople thank Arthur for saving them, he replies, 
“Thankes God, of this grace and no gome ells, for it was never mans deed, but might of 
himselven” [Thank God for this grace and no one else, for it was never a man’s deed, but his 
own might] (ll.1209-10). In other words, in his humility, Arthur attributes his victory and 
accomplishment to God and His might, seeking no glory for himself. A similar example can 
be found after Arthur and his knights win the final battle against Lucius. After one of the 
knights reports to Arthur, the king replies, “Crist be thanked, and his clere Moder, that you 
comforted and helped by craft of Himselven” [Christ be thanked and his holy mother, who 
comforted and helped you by his own might] (ll.1559-60). Here, Arthur again attributes a 
victory not to his own superior tactics, nor the prowess of knights in battle, but the might of 
God and his mother, who helped them and bestowed the victory upon them. 
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Arthur does not only show this kind of humility towards God, but also extends it to his 
knights. This is illustrated by the passage in which Arthur finds Gawain lying dead on the 
battlefield after a clash with Mordred’s forces. The king is sorely grieved when discovering 
his friend’s corpse and laments, “Of all knightes the king that under Crist lived, thou was 
worthy to be king, though I the crown bare, my wele and my worship of all this world rich 
was wonnen through Sir Gawain and through his wit one” [Of all the knights that lived under 
Christ the king, you were worthy to be king, though I wore the crown, my wealth and honour 
in this world were won by Sir Gawain and through his wisdom alone] (ll. 3961-4). By 
acknowledging that Gawain was the one who made everything possible and that without him, 
Arthur would not be the king that he has become, the poet shows that both honesty and 
humility are essential in the characterisation of Arthur in the poem. 
According to the warrior saint model, aside from possessing generosity, bravery, 
faithfulness and humility, wisdom is also a highly valued character trait. Although the poet 
does not directly describe Arthur as wise or learned in the Alliterative Morte Arthure, through 
the words of several other characters he does appear to argue that Arthur is indeed a wise 
king. Firstly, Arthur’s wisdom is attested to by King Aungers when Arthur counsels his 
liegemen regarding the threats made by Lucius. After hearing what Arthur has to say, King 
Aungers says to Arthur that “thou ought to be overling over to all other kinges, for wisest and 
worthiest and wightest of hands, the knightliest of counsel that ever crown bore” [you ought 
to be overlord above all other kings, for you are wisest and worthiest and strongest of hands, 
the knightliest in council who ever bore the crown] (ll. 289-92). Secondly, a similar statement, 
this time coming from one of the Roman ambassadors rather than one of Arthur’s allies, 
reads, “He may be chosen chieftain, chef of all other both by chaunces of armes and chivalry 
noble, for wisest and worthiest and wightest of hands” [He may be chosen chieftain, chief of 
all others, both by his fortune in arms and noble chivalry, for he is wisest, worthiest and 
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strongest of hands] (ll. 530-32). The praise that Arthur receives here is strikingly similar to 
that of King Aungers. Yet, the fact that this comes from one of the Roman emperor’s 
ambassadors, one of Arthur’s enemies, can be argued to increase the weight of these words. 
Even though the character references found in the Alliterative Morte Arthure are for a 
significant part in accordance with the character traits that make up the ideal Christian warrior 
model as established in Chapter 1, both the Historia and the Brut also show a certain 
ruthlessness or harshness in Arthur’s character. The Alliterative Morte Arthure also shows 
Arthur’s ruthless side, but to a much lesser extent. For instance, when Arthur is besieging a 
city, his catapults and siege engines fire at the city walls and destroy churches, convents and 
as the poet states, they “paised and pelled down plastered walles; the pine of the pople was 
pitee for to here” [demolished and struck down the plastered walls; the pain of the people was 
a pitiful thing to hear] (ll. 3042-3). Although Arthur causes the inhabitants of the city much 
grief, after hearing a plea from the duchess and the countess to spare the lives of the people of 
the city, Arthur vows that “shall none misdo you, madame, that to me longes; I give you 
charter of pees, and your chef maidens, the childer and the chaste men, the chivalrous 
knightes” [none in my service shall harm you Madame, I give a charter of peace to you and 
your chief maidens, the children, the chaste men and the chivalrous knights] (ll. 3057-9). 
A second example can be found in the final passage of the poem. After Arthur kills 
Mordred and lies dying on the battlefield, he addresses his men and orders them to “merk 
manly to Mordred children, that they be slely slain and slongen in waters” [manfully pursue 
Mordred’s children, so that they are cunningly slain and slung into the water] (ll. 4320-1). It 
seems rather cruel that Arthur grants mercy to Guinevere, who betrayed him just as badly as 
Mordred did, yet orders Mordred’s innocent children to be put to death. However, it can be 
argued that Arthur feels that Mordred’s wicked children are a threat to the unity of the 
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kingdom and therefore takes no chances, in order to leave a peaceful kingdom to his successor 
Constantine. 
In conclusion, the characterisation of Arthur in the Alliterative Morte Arthure 
conforms to a certain extent to the characterisations in both the Historia Regum Brittaniae and 
Laӡamon’s Brut. The character traits from the warrior saint model make up a significant part 
of how Arthur is depicted in the poem. The poet paints a picture of a conquering king who is 
brave, generous, wise and faithful, which is also the case in the Historia and the Brut. Yet, the 
Alliterative Morte Arthure also distinguishes itself from its two predecessors. Firstly, less 
emphasis appears to be put on Arthur´s ruthless side. It is still there, but the unparalleled 
severity of the Brut is certainly downplayed. Secondly, in the Alliterative Morte Arthure, the 
poet also stresses Arthur´s humility both before God and his followers. This is one of the 
character traits of the warrior saint model, which had not been identified in either the Historia 
and the Brut.  
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Conclusion 
In conclusion, this study was set out to explore to the religious aspects of Arthur’s 
characterisation in early medieval Arthurian literature by comparing his depiction with the 
warrior saint model. Moreover, it sought to answer the following question: Is the model of the 
Anglo-Saxon warrior saint in any way relevant for our appreciation of Arthur? And if so, 
what do the differences and similarities signify with regard to his characterisation in early 
Medieval Arthurian literature? 
From the textual analysis of these lives it became clear that that there are several 
characteristics that together can be used to establish a model of the Anglo-Saxon warrior 
saint. The two most important characteristics of the warrior saint are bravery and loyalty or 
steadfastness. The Anglo-Saxon warrior saint is steadfast and constant in both his loyalty to 
God and also to his fellow soldiers or his people.  
Further, the importance of three other virtues becomes clear after the analysis of the 
saints’ lives. Firstly, significant emphasis is put on learning and wisdom in the lives of 
Oswald Edmund and Guthlac. Secondly, the lives of Oswald, Edmund and Guthlac also teach 
us that the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint is selfless and generous. The last characteristic that was 
used for the warrior saint model is humility. These five traits, bravery, loyalty, wisdom, 
selflessness and humility are general and extensive concepts and may also be found in the 
descriptions of, for instance, biblical figures or the traditions of the rex iustus. Therefore, 
questioning to what extent there virtues are specific to the warrior saint is entirely justified 
and a logical next step.  
In order to explain why these traits and virtues that make up the warrior saint model 
are characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint, they should not considered individually, 
but rather as a particular combination of values stemming from the Germanic warrior ethos 
and Christian values. As Greenfield writes, the "Christian hero has been viewed as garbed in 
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the borrowed robes, or rather armour, of his Germanic counterpart, as a warrior venturing into 
battle against spiritual evil . . . even as the secular lord and his comitatus engaged the armed 
forces of predatory enemies" (102). In other words, the combination of virtues that make up 
the warrior saint model illustrate the position of the Anglo-Saxon warrior saint between the 
heroic ethos of their Germanic ancestors and the values of Christianity. 
After the analysis of the characterization of Arthur in the Historia Regum Brittaniae, it 
becomes clear that Arthur shares a great number of characteristics with the saints in the 
warrior saint model. Most of these references are testament to Arthur’s bravery, faithfulness, 
generosity and wisdom. Arthur is praised for his bravery and fearlessness in battle and his 
bravery often goes hand in hand with generosity. In addition, Arthur is depicted as a wise 
king, who, throughout his life strives to become more learned in both political and military 
matters. Arthur’s faithfulness is also given significant emphasis in times of both peace and 
war. 
However, as much as the characterisation of Arthur seems to conform to the warrior 
saint model, Arthur also shows a more ruthless and merciless side which is not in accordance 
with the aforementioned model. In particular when dealing with his enemies, Arthur on 
occasion displays a lack of mercy or compassion and his ability to be severe with the people 
he makes war on. Thus, the Historia shows an Arthur who shares a significant number of 
characteristics with the warrior saint model. In addition, in Arthur’s desire and ambition to 
bring more and more lands under his rule, echo the values of secular heroism, given that “in 
the poetic articulation of the heroic ethos, a warrior's paramount goal is the achievement of a 
lasting reputation” (O’Keeffe 108).  In other words, Geoffrey of Monmouth, like Ælfric of 
Eynsham, combines saintly virtues with secular heroism, but diverges from the warrior saint 
model through the ruthless or merciless side of Arthur. 
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The depiction of Arthur in Laӡamon’s Brut is to some extent different than the one 
Geoffrey provides in his Historia Regum Brittaniae. The virtuous qualities that together make 
up the warrior saint model are still abundant in the Brut and have a strong and continuous 
presence in the poem. Similar to the Historia, there is a darker, more ruthless side to Arthur. 
Even though the Brut and the Historia are analogous in many aspects, Laӡamon expands the 
ruthless side that Geoffrey gave Arthur and builds upon this in his own work. This creates an 
Arthur whose virtuous and praiseworthy character is touched by a sense of righteousness 
which, at times, goes beyond reason. Further, the severity of Arthur in the Brut can, at times, 
turn into unrelenting ruthlessness. Whereas the Arthur in the Historia reserves his harsh side 
for his enemies, the Arthur in the Brut has no problem ordering the entire bloodline of a 
troublemaker at his court to be either maimed or killed.  
In the Alliterative Morte Arthure, the anonymous poet puts forward an Arthur who 
conforms to a certain extent to the characterisations in both the Historia Regum Brittaniae and 
Laӡamon’s Brut and the character traits from the warrior saint model make up a significant 
part of how Arthur is depicted in the poem. Yet, the Alliterative Morte Arthure also 
distinguishes itself from its predecessors. In contrast to Laӡamon, the anonymous poets 
appears to put less emphasis on Arthur´s ruthless side. To a lesser extent, that side is still 
present in the poem, but the unparalleled severity of Arthur that we see in the Brut is certainly 
downplayed. Another way in which the Alliterative Morte Arthure distinguishes itself from its 
predecessors is that the poet, much more than in the Historia and Brut, stresses Arthur´s 
humility both before God and his followers. 
Taking into consideration the textual character analyses of the early medieval Arthur 
and the warrior saint model as established in Chapter One, the following might be concluded 
with regard to Arthur’s connection to the warrior saints. Firstly, the religious aspects of 
Arthur’s character in the three early medieval Arthurian works used in this thesis are apparent. 
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Moreover, these religious aspects take the shape of character traits similar to those used in the 
portrayal of the warrior saints Edmund, Oswald, Guthlac and the forty soldiers in their lives. 
Most of Arthur’s character traits can be directly linked to the warrior saints and like these 
saints, Arthur appears to try to live the life of a model Christian through his unfaltering 
loyalty to God.  
However, even though Arthur’s characterisation bears a strong resemblance to that of 
the warrior saints, there is also a side to Arthur that creates a barrier between them. As 
mentioned above, at times there is a ruthless and merciless side to Arthur, which cannot be 
said to be part of the characterisation of any of the warrior saints discussed in this thesis. 
Where Arthur’s ruthlessness in the Historia Regum Brittaniae and the Alliterative Morte 
Arthure is downplayed by the polarisation of Arthur against barbaric pagan and treacherous 
Roman adversaries in his conquest of Europe, Laӡamon chooses to depict this side differently 
and on occasion reveals an unparalleled severity that is not just reserved for Arthur’s foes.  
Despite the fact that it is difficult to make a claim about how a contemporary audience 
of these early medieval Arthurian texts would feel about this ruthless side of Arthur, this 
discrepancy with the warrior saint model in the characterisation of Arthur is what makes him 
a complex and striking character and invites the exploration of how Arthur’s ruthless and 
merciless side can be reconciled with the more virtuous part of him that does fit in the warrior 
saint model. 
First of all, as Barr notes, the medieval period was a time of “riots, wars, the  
dethronement of kings, rebellions by heretics, and large-scale changes to the very structure of  
society” (188). This gives rise to the following questions: (1) To what extent are ruthlessness 
or severity positive or negative qualities in a leader? And (2) How are these are these 
characteristics of Arthur treated in the text? In Laӡamon’s Brut, it becomes clear that 
“courage, wisdom, the ability to keep the peace and establish law are what Laӡamon values 
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most in a king” (Johnson 217). It can be argued that Laӡamon purposely added passages  in 
his Brut in which Arthur’s harsh and ruthless side can be observed, in order to establish 
Arthur’s ability of keeping order and peace. Laӡamon often deviates from his sources by 
removing or adding material with regard to Arthur’s leadership. This deviation from his 
primary source, Wace, “can tell us a great deal about Laӡamon's attitude towards his subject, 
and his own social and political concerns” (Johnson 219). For instance, no mention is made of 
the passage in which Arthur sternly punishes troublemakers at the court through a succession 
of grisly measures in Wace’s Brut. Johnson also points out that this particular addition to 
Wace clearly illustrates Laӡamon’s pragmatic attitude toward and employment of violence in 
service of order (222).  
 The appeal of keeping order and peace similarly stands in Geoffrey’s Historia, 
although illustrated by the writer to a lesser extent through the specific actions of Arthur, but 
rather through the juxtaposition of order and chaos on a thematic level. “On the one hand, 
Arthur and the Britons represent peace and harmony. On the other, British enemies—the 
pagans, Picts, Scots, Saxons, Irish, and the Gauls—are associated with the forces of disruption 
and chaos”, and it is over these enemies that Arthur must “exert his influence and control” 
(Ladd 19). Moreover, Arthur’s achievements, which mirror those of Brennius and Belinus 
who found cities and pursued and promoted the ideal of a unified civilisation, clearly illustrate 
Geoffrey’s idea that a king’s greatness lies in his accomplishments on behalf of civilisation 
(Ladd 28). In other words, Arthur’s harsh actions in the name of conquest are to a certain 
extent extenuated by Geoffrey, who, on multiple occasions, stresses Arthur’s pursuit of peace 
and unification.  
 As mentioned above, Arthur’s ruthless side has a substantially smaller role in The 
Alliterative Morte Arthure. Yet, in one of his few truly callous performances in the poem, 
Arthur orders the pursuance and execution of Mordred’s presumably innocent children. 
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Although less shocking, given that Mordred is an enemy instead of an ally, this scene may 
call to mind Arthur’s grim treatment of the trouble-maker at his court and his call for the 
extermination and disfigurement of the man’s family. Much alike Laӡamon’s justification of 
this type of violence for the sake of peace and order, these lines and the line that follows them 
can be argued to express a similar sentiment: Mordred’s children must be killed in order to 
secure a peaceful future of the nation and to “let no wicked weed wax ne writhe on this erthe” 
[Let no wicked weed wax writhing on this earth] (l. 4022). 
 Secondly, the ruthless side of the conquering king may be open to reconciliation with 
his virtuous side when taking into consideration the many acts of war and violence committed 
in name of the Christian faith in the Middle Ages. The polarisation of good and evil, which 
can be observed in both the saints’ lives and Arthurian literature also has a place in 
contemporary events such as the crusades in the late twelfth century.  
 The spirit of the crusades can be felt in Geoffrey’s Historia, for instance. As Fulton 
points out, “Arthur’s attack on Rome models a political and ideological conﬂict between West 
and East” (53). Arthur, representing the West, is pitted against the Roman emperor Lucius, 
who is supported by many Eastern nations. Moreover, Fulton argues that “Geoffrey’s 
description of the mustering of Arthur’s huge army alludes, no doubt deliberately, to the 
mounting of a crusade” (53). In addition, in Arthur’s earlier battles against the brothers 
Colgrim and Baldolf, “the rightness of Arthur’s actions is summed up in Archbishop 
Dubricius speech to the Britons, in which he compares Arthur’s campaign to a holy war and 
offers absolution to those killed in battle” (Ladd 196). In his speech, Dubricius cries in a loud 
voice: “Whoever suffers death for the sake of his brothers offers himself as a living sacrifice 
to God and follows with firm footsteps behind Christ himself” (Monmouth 219). In these 
lines, Dubricius justifies doing violence by putting the emphasis on self-sacrifice and 
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imitating Christ rather than picking up arms and fighting, which, ironically, Christ refused to 
do. 
 Likewise, as Marie-Franҫoise Alamichel writes, “There is in the Brut a real spirit of 
crusade, the idea of a just and saintly war” (310). Not only is this illustrated by Arthur’s 
continuous pleas to God and Mary to grant him victory over his enemies, but it is additionally 
illustrated by Laӡamon’s juxtaposing good and evil. Because of this ”the universe of the Brut 
is all in black and white, with the pagans and evil on the one hand and the Christians and good 
on the other” (Alamichel 310). 
 Still, not all of Arthur’s harsh actions and lack of mercy can be justified by the 
pursuance of peace and order, religious conflict or by placing them in the context of an era of 
crusades and civil unrest. This becomes particularly explicit in a number of passages of 
Laӡamon’s Brut. In these passages, Arthur’s loyal advisors and friends express their 
apprehension in confronting their king, thereby showing that Arthur’s stern character and 
ruthlessness are feared not only by his enemies, but also his allies. For instance, when Gawain 
and Beof attack the Romans without orders from Arthur, Beof says, “we beoð hidere icumen 
and þis feht habbeoð under-numen, buten Arðures rede þe is ure hexte, ӡif us oht ilimpeð we 
him þa bet likieð and ӡif us ilimpeð uuelen he us wule hatien” [We have come here and 
started this fight without Arthur’s guidance, he is our leader. If good fortune befalls us, we 
will please him and if bad fortune befalls us, he will hate us] (ll. 3343-6). Also, an even more 
explicit example is found in the passage following Arthur’s dream. He asks his advisors to 
explain the dream but “ne durste þer na cniht to ufele ræcchen na wiht leoste he sculden 
leosen his leomen þat weoren him deore” [no one there dared interpret it as in any way ill-
omened lest he should lose limbs which he valued] (ll. 12792-3). From this can be inferred 
that Arthur has a reputation of dispensing cruel punishment to all who displease him, friend or 
foe. These occurrences of cruelty are more frequent and explicit in Laӡamon’s Brut and have 
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often been commented upon. Johnson writes that “the critic Loomis terms it 'his ferocious 
streak', and likewise the scholar Tatlock notes his 'huge relish in harsh cruelty where thought 
fitting'” (219).  
Contrarily, LeSaux argues that these scenes were not added by Laӡamon for the sole 
purpose of quenching his bloodlust, since Laӡamon had “a tendency towards compressing 
battle scenes in general, and toning down of slaughter scenes in particular (qtd. In Johnson 
219). The fact that Layamon reduces the violence in some scenes, but explicitly shows 
Arthur’s ruthlessness and cruelty in others, means that “when he does include them they are 
all the more emphatic (Johnson 220). 
Notwithstanding, in order to get a better understanding of and insight into a 
contemporary audience’s perception of Arthur, a larger scale research is necessary. Further 
exploring medieval Christian values, target audiences of early Arthurian literature, historical 
circumstances and perceptions of medieval kingship would contribute to an even better 
understanding of how a medieval audience would have perceived him. In addition, the study 
of the religious aspects of Arthur’s characterisation may be further explored by looking at 
“traditions of kingship in the old testament, the deification of Roman emperors, the Christian 
tradition of the rex iustus, Merovian royal saints and the Germanic tradition of sacral 
kingship” (Damon 84). 
Finally, what can be concluded with regard to Arthur’s characterisation in the 
Historia, Brut and Alliterative Morte Arthure? First of all, it must be mentioned that on the 
one hand, Arthur is characterised differently in each work. Whereas “Layamon’s account is 
both less courteous than Wace and less French than either Wace or Geoffrey … and his 
revisiting of Arthur shows a character definitively Anglo-Saxon in character” (Ladd 53), the 
Alliterative Morte Arthure shows a more temperate and humble Arthur. The differences in his 
depiction are mainly dependent on what type of king the writer makes him out to be. His 
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sternness, cruelty and thirst for conquest oscillate and therefore are part of his character in 
varied intensity. On the other hand, there is a significant analogous part of Arthur’s character 
to be observed in the aforementioned works.  
First of all, the duality of Arthur’s character has a clear presence in all three texts. This 
duality is what makes Arthur a complex and multi-layered character and rests on the 
juxtaposition of virtue and violence. On the one hand, a significant part of Arthur can be 
argued to conform to the warrior saint model as established in Chapter 1. His bravery, loyalty, 
faithfulness, wisdom and humility allow him to fit rather well into the model of an ideal 
Christian warrior. This depiction of Arthur appears to be similar to the way the Anglo-Saxon 
warrior saints are characterised through the combination of Christian values and a Germanic 
warrior ethos. 
On the other hand, there is a part of Arthur that creates a barrier between him and the 
warrior saint model. He also has a ruthless and stern side which can be observed most 
distinctly in Laӡamon’s Brut, but also to a somewhat lesser extent in Geoffrey’s Historia and 
The Alliterative Morte Arthure. Although some of his cruel and harsh actions may be justified 
when placed in a context of civil unrest and religious conflict, it is evident that, at times, 
Arthur’s stern measures go beyond convention and even reason. It is noteworthy that this part 
of Arthur’s character, which to a modern audience may seem cruel and merciless, is also key 
to appreciating Arthur’s portrayal in early Arthurian literature, since his imperfections and 
partially flawed character are the aspects that allow Arthur to move beyond the 
characterisation of contemporary, conventional heroes and, even after many centuries, 
continue to engage and intrigue us.  
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